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SECTION 024119 - SELECTIVE DEMOLITION 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Demolition and removal of selected portions of building or structure. 

2. Demolition and removal of selected site elements. 

3. Salvage of existing items to be reused or recycled. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. Remove: Detach items from existing construction and dispose of them off-site unless indicated 

to be salvaged or reinstalled. 

B. Remove and Salvage: Detach items from existing construction, in a manner to prevent damage, 

and deliver to Owner ready for reuse. 

C. Remove and Reinstall: Detach items from existing construction, in a manner to prevent damage, 

prepare for reuse, and reinstall where indicated. 

D. Existing to Remain: Leave existing items that are not to be removed and that are not otherwise 

indicated to be salvaged or reinstalled. 

E. Dismantle: To remove by disassembling or detaching an item from a surface, using gentle 

methods and equipment to prevent damage to the item and surfaces; disposing of items unless 

indicated to be salvaged or reinstalled. 

1.4 MATERIALS OWNERSHIP 

A. Unless otherwise indicated, demolition waste becomes property of Contractor. 

B. Historic items, relics, antiques, and similar objects including, but not limited to, cornerstones 

and their contents, commemorative plaques and tablets, and other items of interest or value to 

Owner that may be uncovered during demolition remain the property of Owner. 

1. Carefully salvage in a manner to prevent damage and promptly return to Owner. 
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1.5 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS 

A. Inventory: Submit a list of items that have been removed and salvaged. 

1.6 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Owner will occupy portions of building immediately adjacent to selective demolition area. 

Conduct selective demolition so Owner's operations will not be disrupted. 

B. Conditions existing at time of inspection for bidding purpose will be maintained by Owner as 

far as practical. 

C. Notify Architect of discrepancies between existing conditions and Drawings before proceeding 

with selective demolition. 

D. Hazardous Materials: Present in buildings and structures to be selectively demolished. A report 

on the presence of hazardous materials is on file for review and use. Examine report to become 

aware of locations where hazardous materials are present. 

1. Hazardous material remediation is specified elsewhere in the Contract Documents. 

2. Do not disturb hazardous materials or items suspected of containing hazardous materials 

except under procedures specified elsewhere in the Contract Documents. 

E. Historic Areas: Demolition and hauling equipment and other materials shall be of sizes that 

clear surfaces within historic spaces, areas, rooms, and openings, including temporary 

protection, by 12 inches (300 mm) or more. 

F. Storage or sale of removed items or materials on-site is not permitted. 

G. Utility Service: Maintain existing utilities indicated to remain in service and protect them 

against damage during selective demolition operations. 

1. Maintain fire-protection facilities in service during selective demolition operations. 

1.7 COORDINATION 

A. Arrange selective demolition schedule so as not to interfere with Owner's operations. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A. Regulatory Requirements: Comply with governing EPA notification regulations before 

beginning selective demolition. Comply with hauling and disposal regulations of authorities 

having jurisdiction. 
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B. Standards: Comply with ASSE A10.6 and NFPA 241. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Verify that utilities have been disconnected and capped before starting selective demolition 

operations. 

B. Verify that hazardous materials have been remediated before proceeding with building 

demolition operations. 

3.2 UTILITY SERVICES AND MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

A. Existing Services/Systems to Remain: Maintain services/systems indicated to remain and 

protect them against damage. 

B. Existing Services/Systems to Be Removed, Relocated, or Abandoned: Locate, identify, 

disconnect, and seal or cap off utility services and mechanical/electrical systems serving areas 

to be selectively demolished. 

1. Owner will arrange to shut off indicated services/systems when requested by Contractor. 

2. Arrange to shut off utilities with utility companies. 

3. If services/systems are required to be removed, relocated, or abandoned, provide 

temporary services/systems that bypass area of selective demolition and that maintain 

continuity of services/systems to other parts of building. 

4. Disconnect, demolish, and remove fire-suppression systems, plumbing, and HVAC 

systems, equipment, and components indicated on Drawings to be removed. 

a. Piping to Be Removed: Remove portion of piping indicated to be removed and cap 

or plug remaining piping with same or compatible piping material. 

b. Piping to Be Abandoned in Place: Drain piping and cap or plug piping with same 

or compatible piping material and leave in place. 

c. Equipment to Be Removed: Disconnect and cap services and remove equipment. 

d. Equipment to Be Removed and Reinstalled: Disconnect and cap services and 

remove, clean, and store equipment; when appropriate, reinstall, reconnect, and 

make equipment operational. 

e. Equipment to Be Removed and Salvaged: Disconnect and cap services and remove 

equipment and deliver to Owner. 

3.3 PROTECTION 

A. Temporary Protection: Provide temporary barricades and other protection required to prevent 

injury to people and damage to adjacent buildings and facilities to remain. 
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1. Provide protection to ensure safe passage of people around selective demolition area and 

to and from occupied portions of building. 

2. Provide temporary weather protection, during interval between selective demolition of 

existing construction on exterior surfaces and new construction, to prevent water leakage 

and damage to structure and interior areas. 

3. Protect walls, ceilings, floors, and other existing finish work that are to remain or that are 

exposed during selective demolition operations. 

4. Cover and protect furniture, furnishings, and equipment that have not been removed. 

B. Temporary Shoring: Design, provide, and maintain shoring, bracing, and structural supports as 

required to preserve stability and prevent movement, settlement, or collapse of construction and 

finishes to remain, and to prevent unexpected or uncontrolled movement or collapse of 

construction being demolished. 

1. Strengthen or add new supports when required during progress of selective demolition. 

C. Remove temporary barricades and protections where hazards no longer exist. 

3.4 SELECTIVE DEMOLITION, GENERAL 

A. General: Demolish and remove existing construction only to the extent required by new 

construction and as indicated. Use methods required to complete the Work within limitations of 

governing regulations and as follows: 

1. Proceed with selective demolition systematically, from higher to lower level. Complete 

selective demolition operations above each floor or tier before disturbing supporting 

members on the next lower level. 

2. Neatly cut openings and holes plumb, square, and true to dimensions required. Use 

cutting methods least likely to damage construction to remain or adjoining construction. 

Use hand tools or small power tools designed for sawing or grinding, not hammering and 

chopping. Temporarily cover openings to remain. 

3. Cut or drill from the exposed or finished side into concealed surfaces to avoid marring 

existing finished surfaces. 

4. Do not use cutting torches until work area is cleared of flammable materials. At 

concealed spaces, such as duct and pipe interiors, verify condition and contents of hidden 

space before starting flame-cutting operations. Maintain portable fire-suppression devices 

during flame-cutting operations. 

5. Maintain fire watch during and for at least 4 hours after flame-cutting operations. 

6. Maintain adequate ventilation when using cutting torches. 

7. Remove decayed, vermin-infested, or otherwise dangerous or unsuitable materials and 

promptly dispose of off-site. 

8. Remove structural framing members and lower to ground by method suitable to avoid 

free fall and to prevent ground impact or dust generation. 

9. Locate selective demolition equipment and remove debris and materials so as not to 

impose excessive loads on supporting walls, floors, or framing. 

10. Dispose of demolished items and materials promptly. 
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B. Site Access and Temporary Controls: Conduct selective demolition and debris-removal 

operations to ensure minimum interference with roads, streets, walks, walkways, and other 

adjacent occupied and used facilities. 

C. Work in Historic Areas: Selective demolition may be performed only in areas of Project that are 

not designated as historic. In historic spaces, areas, and rooms, or on historic surfaces, the terms 

"demolish" or "remove" shall mean historic "removal" or "dismantling". 

D. Removed and Salvaged Items: 

1. Clean salvaged items. 

2. Pack or crate items after cleaning. Identify contents of containers. 

3. Store items in a secure area until delivery to Owner. 

4. Transport items to Owner's storage area on-site designated by Owner. 

5. Protect items from damage during transport and storage. 

E. Removed and Reinstalled Items: 

1. Clean and repair items to functional condition adequate for intended reuse. 

2. Pack or crate items after cleaning and repairing. Identify contents of containers. 

3. Protect items from damage during transport and storage. 

4. Reinstall items in locations indicated. Comply with installation requirements for new 

materials and equipment. Provide connections, supports, and miscellaneous materials 

necessary to make item functional for use indicated. 

F. Existing Items to Remain: Protect construction indicated to remain against damage and soiling 

during selective demolition. When permitted by County, items may be removed to a suitable, 

protected storage location during selective demolition and reinstalled in their original locations 

after selective demolition operations are complete. 

3.5 SELECTIVE DEMOLITION PROCEDURES FOR SPECIFIC MATERIALS 

A. Concrete: Demolish in sections. Cut concrete full depth at junctures with construction to remain 

and at regular intervals using power-driven saw, and then remove concrete between saw cuts. 

B. Concrete Slabs-on-Grade: Saw-cut perimeter of area to be demolished, and then break up and 

remove. 

C. Resilient Floor Coverings: Remove floor coverings and adhesive according to recommendations 

in RFCI's "Recommended Work Practices for the Removal of Resilient Floor Coverings." 

3.6 DISPOSAL OF DEMOLISHED MATERIALS 

A. Remove demolition waste materials from Project site and dispose of them in an EPA-approved 

construction and demolition waste landfill acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction. 

1. Do not allow demolished materials to accumulate on-site. 
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2. Remove and transport debris in a manner that will prevent spillage on adjacent surfaces 

and areas. 

3. Remove debris from elevated portions of building by chute, hoist, or other device that 

will convey debris to grade level in a controlled descent. 

B. Burning: Do not burn demolished materials. 

3.7 CLEANING 

A. Clean adjacent structures and improvements of dust, dirt, and debris caused by selective 

demolition operations. Return adjacent areas to condition existing before selective demolition 

operations began. 

3.8 SELECTIVE DEMOLITION SCHEDULE 

A. Remove and Reinstall: Wood wall coverings and wood flooring. 

B. Existing to Remain: Wood wall coverings and wood flooring. 

END OF SECTION 024119 
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SECTION 061053 - MISCELLANEOUS ROUGH CARPENTRY 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Framing with dimension lumber. 

2. Wood blocking and nailers. 

B. Related Requirements: 

1. Section 061600 "Sheathing" for sheathing, subflooring, and underlayment. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. Boards or Strips: Lumber of less than 2 inches nominal size in least dimension. 

B. Dimension Lumber: Lumber of 2 inches nominal or greater size but less than 5 inches nominal 

size in least dimension. 

1.4 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of process and factory-fabricated product. Indicate component 

materials and dimensions and include construction and application details. 

1. Include data for wood-preservative treatment from chemical treatment manufacturer and 

certification by treating plant that treated materials comply with requirements. Indicate 

type of preservative used and net amount of preservative retained. 

1.5 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Evaluation Reports: For the following, from ICC-ES: 

1. Preservative-treated wood. 

2. Post-installed anchors. 

3. Metal framing anchors. 
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1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Testing Agency Qualifications: For testing agency providing classification marking for fire-

retardant-treated material, an inspection agency acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction that 

periodically performs inspections to verify that the material bearing the classification marking is 

representative of the material tested. 

1.7 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Stack lumber flat with spacers beneath and between each bundle to provide air circulation. 

Protect lumber from weather by covering with waterproof sheeting, securely anchored. Provide 

for air circulation around stacks and under coverings. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 WOOD PRODUCTS, GENERAL 

A. Lumber: DOC PS 20 and applicable rules of grading agencies indicated. If no grading agency is 

indicated, provide lumber that complies with the applicable rules of any rules-writing agency 

certified by the ALSC Board of Review. Provide lumber graded by an agency certified by the 

ALSC Board of Review to inspect and grade lumber under the rules indicated. 

1. Factory mark each piece of lumber with grade stamp of grading agency. 

2. Dress lumber, S4S, unless otherwise indicated. 

B. Maximum Moisture Content of Lumber: 15 percent unless otherwise indicated. 

2.2 WOOD-PRESERVATIVE-TREATED MATERIALS 

A. Preservative Treatment by Pressure Process: AWPA U1; Use Category UC2 for interior 

construction not in contact with ground, Use Category UC3b for exterior/crawl space 

construction not in contact with ground, and Use Category UC4a for items in contact with 

ground. 

1. Preservative Chemicals: Acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction and containing no 

arsenic or chromium. Do not use inorganic boron (SBX) for sill plates. 

2. For exposed items indicated to receive a stained or natural finish, chemical formulations 

shall not require incising, contain colorants, bleed through, or otherwise adversely affect 

finishes. 

B. Kiln-dry lumber after treatment to a maximum moisture content of 19 percent. Do not use 

material that is warped or does not comply with requirements for untreated material. 

C. Mark lumber with treatment quality mark of an inspection agency approved by the ALSC Board 

of Review. 
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D. Application: Treat items indicated on Drawings, and the following: 

1. Wood cants, nailers, curbs, equipment support bases, blocking, stripping, and similar 

members in connection with roofing, flashing, vapor barriers, and waterproofing. 

2. Wood sills, sleepers, blocking, and similar concealed members in contact with masonry 

or concrete. 

3. Wood framing and furring attached directly to the interior of below-grade exterior 

masonry or concrete walls. 

4. Wood framing members that are less than 18 inches above the ground in crawlspaces or 

unexcavated areas. 

5. Wood floor plates that are installed over concrete slabs-on-grade. 

2.3 DIMENSION LUMBER FRAMING 

A. Non-Load-Bearing Interior Partitions, load bearing partitions and other framing: No. 1 the 

following species: 

1. Western woods; WCLIB or WWPA. 

2.4 ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS 

A. Source Limitations: Obtain each type of engineered wood product from single source from a 

single manufacturer. 

B. Laminated-Veneer Lumber: Structural composite lumber made from wood veneers with grain 

primarily parallel to member lengths, evaluated and monitored according to ASTM D 5456 and 

manufactured with an exterior-type adhesive complying with ASTM D 2559. 

1. Extreme Fiber Stress in Bending, Edgewise: 3100 psi for 12-inch nominal-depth 

members. 

2. Modulus of Elasticity, Edgewise: 2,000,000 psi. 

2.5 MISCELLANEOUS LUMBER 

A. General: Provide miscellaneous lumber indicated and lumber for support or attachment of other 

construction, including the following: 

1. Blocking. 

2. Nailers. 

3. Rooftop equipment bases and support curbs. 

4. Cants. 

5. Furring. 

6. Grounds. 

7. Utility shelving. 

B. Dimension Lumber Items: Number 1 grade lumber of the following species: 
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1. Western woods; WCLIB or WWPA. 

C. For blocking and nailers used for attachment of other construction, select and cut lumber to 

eliminate knots and other defects that will interfere with attachment of other work. 

D. For furring strips for installing plywood or hardboard paneling, select boards with no knots 

capable of producing bent-over nails and damage to paneling. 

2.6 FASTENERS 

A. General: Provide fasteners of size and type indicated that comply with requirements specified in 

this article for material and manufacture. 

1. Where carpentry is exposed to weather, in ground contact, pressure-preservative treated, 

or in area of high relative humidity, provide fasteners with hot-dip zinc coating 

complying with ASTM A 153/A 153M. 

B. Nails, Brads, and Staples: ASTM F 1667. 

C. Screws for Fastening to Metal Framing:  ASTM C 1002, length as recommended by screw 

manufacturer for material being fastened. 

D. Power-Driven Fasteners: Fastener systems with an evaluation report acceptable to authorities 

having jurisdiction, based on ICC-ES AC70. 

2.7 Post-Installed Anchors: Fastener systems with an evaluation report acceptable to authorities 

having jurisdiction. 

2.8 METAL FRAMING ANCHORS 

A. Galvanized-Steel Sheet: Hot-dip, zinc-coated steel sheet complying with 

ASTM A 653/A 653M, G60 coating designation. 

1. Use for interior locations unless otherwise indicated. 

B. Hot-Dip, Heavy-Galvanized Steel Sheet: ASTM A 653/A 653M; Structural Steel (SS), high-

strength low-alloy steel Type A (HSLAS Type A), or high-strength low-alloy steel Type B 

(HSLAS Type B); G185 coating designation; and not less than 0.036 inch thick. 

1. Use for wood-preservative-treated lumber and where indicated. 

2.9 MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 

A. Adhesives for Gluing to Concrete or Masonry: Formulation complying with ASTM D 3498 that 

is approved for use indicated by adhesive manufacturer. 
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PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 INSTALLATION, GENERAL 

A. Framing Standard: Comply with AF&PA's WCD 1, "Details for Conventional Wood Frame 

Construction," unless otherwise indicated. 

B. Set carpentry to required levels and lines, with members plumb, true to line, cut, and fitted. Fit 

carpentry accurately to other construction. Locate nailers, blocking, and similar supports to 

comply with requirements for attaching other construction. 

C. Install plywood backing panels by fastening to studs; coordinate locations with utilities 

requiring backing panels 

D. Install metal framing anchors to comply with manufacturer's written instructions. Install 

fasteners through each fastener hole. 

E. Do not splice structural members between supports unless otherwise indicated. 

F. Provide blocking and framing as indicated and as required to support facing materials, fixtures, 

specialty items, and trim. 

1. Provide metal clips for fastening gypsum board or lath at corners and intersections where 

framing or blocking does not provide a surface for fastening edges of panels. Space clips 

not more than 16 inches o.c. 

G. Provide fire blocking in furred spaces, stud spaces, and other concealed cavities as indicated and 

as follows: 

1. Fire block furred spaces of walls, at each floor level, at ceiling, and at not more than 96 

inches o.c. with solid wood blocking or noncombustible materials accurately fitted to 

close furred spaces. 

2. Fire block concealed spaces of wood-framed walls and partitions at each floor level, at 

ceiling line of top story, and at not more than 96 inches o.c. Where fire blocking is not 

inherent in framing system used, provide closely fitted solid wood blocks of same width 

as framing members and 2-inch nominal thickness. 

3. Fire block concealed spaces between floor sleepers with same material as sleepers to 

limit concealed spaces to not more than 100 sq. ft. and to solidly fill space below 

partitions. 

4. Fire block concealed spaces behind combustible cornices and exterior trim at not more 

than 20 feet o.c. 

H. Sort and select lumber so that natural characteristics do not interfere with installation or with 

fastening other materials to lumber. Do not use materials with defects that interfere with 

function of member or pieces that are too small to use with minimum number of joints or 

optimum joint arrangement. 

I. Comply with AWPA M4 for applying field treatment to cut surfaces of preservative-treated 

lumber. 
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1. Use inorganic boron for items that are continuously protected from liquid water. 

2. Use copper naphthenate for items not continuously protected from liquid water. 

J. Where wood-preservative-treated lumber is installed adjacent to metal decking, install 

continuous flexible flashing separator between wood and metal decking. 

K. Securely attach carpentry work to substrate by anchoring and fastening as indicated, complying 

with the following: 

1. Table 2304.9.1, "Fastening Schedule," in ICC's International Building Code. 

2. Table R602.3(1), "Fastener Schedule for Structural Members," and Table R602.3(2), 

"Alternate Attachments," in ICC's International Residential Code for One- and Two-

Family Dwellings. 

3. ICC-ES evaluation report for fastener. 

L. Use steel common nails unless otherwise indicated. Select fasteners of size that will not fully 

penetrate members where opposite side will be exposed to view or will receive finish materials. 

Make tight connections between members. Install fasteners without splitting wood. Drive nails 

snug but do not countersink nail heads unless otherwise indicated. 

3.2 WOOD BLOCKING AND NAILER INSTALLATION 

A. Install where indicated and where required for attaching other work. Form to shapes indicated 

and cut as required for true line and level of attached work. Coordinate locations with other 

work involved. 

B. Attach items to substrates to support applied loading. Recess bolts and nuts flush with surfaces 

unless otherwise indicated. 

C. Provide permanent grounds of dressed, pressure-preservative-treated, key-beveled lumber not 

less than 1-1/2 inches wide and of thickness required to bring face of ground to exact thickness 

of finish material. Remove temporary grounds when no longer required. 

3.3 WOOD FURRING INSTALLATION 

A. Install level and plumb with closure strips at edges and openings. Shim with wood as required 

for tolerance of finish work. 

3.4 PROTECTION 

A. Protect wood that has been treated with inorganic boron (SBX) from weather. If, despite 

protection, inorganic boron-treated wood becomes wet, apply EPA-registered borate treatment. 

Apply borate solution by spraying to comply with EPA-registered label. 

B. Protect miscellaneous rough carpentry from weather. If, despite protection, miscellaneous rough 

carpentry becomes wet, apply EPA-registered borate treatment. Apply borate solution by 

spraying to comply with EPA-registered label. 
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END OF SECTION 061053 
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SECTION 061600 - SHEATHING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Subflooring. 

B. Related Requirements: 

1. Section 061053 "Miscellaneous Rough Carpentry”. 

1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of process and factory-fabricated product. Indicate component 

materials and dimensions and include construction and application details. 

1. Include data for wood-preservative treatment from chemical treatment manufacturer and 

certification by treating plant that treated plywood complies with requirements. Indicate 

type of preservative used and net amount of preservative retained. 

1.4 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Evaluation Reports: For the following, from ICC-ES: 

1. Wood-preservative-treated plywood. 

1.5 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Stack panels flat with spacers beneath and between each bundle to provide air circulation. 

Protect sheathing from weather by covering with waterproof sheeting, securely anchored. 

Provide for air circulation around stacks and under coverings. 
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 WOOD PANEL PRODUCTS 

A. Emissions: Products shall meet the testing and product requirements of the California 

Department of Public Health's "Standard Method for the Testing and Evaluation of Volatile 

Organic Chemical Emissions from Indoor Sources Using Environmental Chambers." 

B. Thickness: As needed to comply with requirements specified, but not less than thickness 

indicated. 

C. Factory mark panels to indicate compliance with applicable standard. 

2.2 PRESERVATIVE-TREATED PLYWOOD 

A. Preservative Treatment by Pressure Process: AWPA U1; Use Category UC3b for exterior/crawl 

space construction not in contact with ground. 

1. Preservative Chemicals: Acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction and containing no 

arsenic or chromium. 

B. Mark plywood with appropriate classification marking of an inspection agency acceptable to 

authorities having jurisdiction. 

C. Application: Treat all plywood unless otherwise indicated. 

2.3 SUBFLOORING AND UNDERLAYMENT 

A. Plywood Combination Subfloor-Underlayment: DOC PS 1 pressure treated Exterior, C-C 

Plugged single-floor panels. 

1. Span Rating: Not less than 24. 

2. Nominal Thickness: Not less than 23/32. 

3. Edge Detail: Tongue and groove. 

4. Surface Finish: Fully sanded face. 

B. General: Provide fasteners of size and type indicated that comply with requirements specified in 

this article for material and manufacture. 

C. Nails, Brads, and Staples: ASTM F 1667. 

D. Power-Driven Fasteners: Fastener systems with an evaluation report acceptable to authorities 

having jurisdiction, based on ICC-ES AC70. 

E. Screws for Fastening Sheathing to Wood Framing: ASTM C 1002. 
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F. Screws for Fastening Wood Structural Panels to Cold-Formed Metal Framing: ASTM C 954, 

except with wafer heads and reamer wings, length as recommended by screw manufacturer for 

material being fastened. 

G. Screws for Fastening Gypsum Sheathing to Cold-Formed Metal Framing: Steel drill screws, in 

length recommended by sheathing manufacturer for thickness of sheathing to be attached. 

1. For steel framing less than 0.0329 inch (0.835 mm) thick, use screws that comply with 

ASTM C 1002. 

2. For steel framing from 0.033 to 0.112 inch (0.84 to 2.84 mm) thick, use screws that 

comply with ASTM C 954. 

H. Screws for Fastening Composite Nail Base Insulated Roof Sheathing to Metal Roof Deck: Steel 

drill screws, in type and length recommended by sheathing manufacturer for thickness of 

sheathing to be attached, with organic-polymer or other corrosion-protective coating having a 

salt-spray resistance of more than 800 hours according to ASTM B 117. Provide washers or 

plates if recommended by sheathing manufacturer. 

2.4 MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 

A. Adhesives for Field Gluing Panels to Wood Framing: Formulation complying with California 

Air Quality Laws and that is approved for use with type of construction panel indicated by 

manufacturers of both adhesives and panels. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 INSTALLATION, GENERAL 

A. Do not use materials with defects that impair quality of sheathing or pieces that are too small to 

use with minimum number of joints or optimum joint arrangement. Arrange joints so that pieces 

do not span between fewer than three support members. 

B. Cut panels at penetrations, edges, and other obstructions of work; fit tightly against abutting 

construction unless otherwise indicated. 

C. Securely attach to substrate by fastening as indicated, complying with the following: 

1. Table 2304.9.1, "Fastening Schedule," in the ICC's International Building Code. 

2. Table R602.3(1), "Fastener Schedule for Structural Members," and Table R602.3(2), 

"Alternate Attachments," in the ICC's International Residential Code for One- and Two-

Family Dwellings. 

3. ICC-ES evaluation report for fastener. 

D. Use common wire nails unless otherwise indicated. Select fasteners of size that will not fully 

penetrate members where opposite side will be exposed to view or will receive finish materials. 

Make tight connections. Install fasteners without splitting wood. 
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E. Do not bridge building expansion joints; cut and space edges of panels to match spacing of 

structural support elements. 

F. Coordinate sheathing installation with installation of materials installed over sheathing so 

sheathing is not exposed to precipitation or left exposed at end of the workday when rain is 

forecast. 

3.2 WOOD STRUCTURAL PANEL INSTALLATION 

A. General: Comply with applicable recommendations in APA Form No. E30, "Engineered Wood 

Construction Guide," for types of structural-use panels and applications indicated. 

B. Fastening Methods: Fasten panels as indicated below: 

1. Subflooring: 

a. Glue and nail to wood framing. 

b. Screw to cold-formed metal framing. 

c. Space panels 1/8 inch (3 mm) apart at edges and ends. 

3.3 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. ABAA Quality Assurance Program: Perform examinations, preparation, installation, testing, 

and inspections under ABAA's Quality Assurance Program. 

END OF SECTION 061600 
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SECTION 079200 - JOINT SEALANTS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Nonstaining silicone joint sealants. 

2. Urethane joint sealants. 

3. Mildew-resistant joint sealants. 

1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each joint-sealant product. 

B. Samples for Initial Selection: Manufacturer's color charts consisting of strips of cured sealants 

showing the full range of colors available for each product exposed to view. 

1.4 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Do not proceed with installation of joint sealants under the following conditions: 

1. When ambient and substrate temperature conditions are outside limits permitted by joint-

sealant manufacturer or are below 40 deg F (5 deg C). 

2. When joint substrates are wet. 

3. Where joint widths are less than those allowed by joint-sealant manufacturer for 

applications indicated. 

4. Where contaminants capable of interfering with adhesion have not yet been removed 

from joint substrates. 

1.5 WARRANTY 

A. Special Installer's Warranty: Installer agrees to repair or replace joint sealants that do not 

comply with performance and other requirements specified in this Section within specified 

warranty period. 

1. Warranty Period: Two years from date of Substantial Completion. 
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B. Special Manufacturer's Warranty: Manufacturer agrees to furnish joint sealants to repair or 

replace those joint sealants that do not comply with performance and other requirements 

specified in this Section within specified warranty period. 

1. Warranty Period: Five years from date of Substantial Completion. 

C. Special warranties specified in this article exclude deterioration or failure of joint sealants from 

the following: 

1. Movement of the structure caused by stresses on the sealant exceeding sealant 

manufacturer's written specifications for sealant elongation and compression. 

2. Disintegration of joint substrates from causes exceeding design specifications. 

3. Mechanical damage caused by individuals, tools, or other outside agents. 

4. Changes in sealant appearance caused by accumulation of dirt or other atmospheric 

contaminants. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 JOINT SEALANTS, GENERAL 

A. Compatibility: Provide joint sealants, backings, and other related materials that are compatible 

with one another and with joint substrates under conditions of service and application, as 

demonstrated by joint-sealant manufacturer, based on testing and field experience. 

B. Colors of Exposed Joint Sealants:  As selected by Architect from manufacturer's full range. 

2.2 NONSTAINING SILICONE JOINT SEALANTS 

A. Nonstaining Joint Sealants: No staining of substrates when tested according to ASTM C 1248. 

B. Silicone, Nonstaining, S, NS, 100/50, NT: Nonstaining, single-component, nonsag, plus 100 

percent and minus 50 percent movement capability, nontraffic-use, neutral-curing silicone joint 

sealant; ASTM C 920, Type S, Grade NS, Class 100/50, Use NT. 

2.3 URETHANE JOINT SEALANTS 

A. Urethane, S, NS, 25, NT: Single-component, nonsag, nontraffic-use, plus 25 percent and 

minus 25 percent movement capability, urethane joint sealant; ASTM C 920, Type S, 

Grade NS, Class 25, Use NT. 

2.4 MILDEW-RESISTANT JOINT SEALANTS 

A. Mildew-Resistant Joint Sealants: Formulated for prolonged exposure to humidity with fungicide 

to prevent mold and mildew growth. 
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B. Silicone, Mildew Resistant, Acid Curing, S, NS, 25, NT: Mildew-resistant, single-component, 

nonsag, plus 25 percent and minus 25 percent movement capability, nontraffic-use, acid-curing 

silicone joint sealant; ASTM C 920, Type S, Grade NS, Class 25, Use NT. 

2.5 JOINT-SEALANT BACKING 

A. Sealant Backing Material, General: Nonstaining; compatible with joint substrates, sealants, 

primers, and other joint fillers; and approved for applications indicated by sealant manufacturer 

based on field experience and laboratory testing. 

2.6 MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 

A. Primer: Material recommended by joint-sealant manufacturer where required for adhesion of 

sealant to joint substrates indicated, as determined from preconstruction joint-sealant-substrate 

tests and field tests. 

B. Cleaners for Nonporous Surfaces: Chemical cleaners acceptable to manufacturers of sealants 

and sealant backing materials, free of oily residues or other substances capable of staining or 

harming joint substrates and adjacent nonporous surfaces in any way, and formulated to 

promote optimum adhesion of sealants to joint substrates. 

C. Masking Tape: Nonstaining, nonabsorbent material compatible with joint sealants and surfaces 

adjacent to joints. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Examine joints indicated to receive joint sealants, with Installer present, for compliance with 

requirements for joint configuration, installation tolerances, and other conditions affecting 

performance of the Work. 

B. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

3.2 PREPARATION 

A. Surface Cleaning of Joints: Clean out joints immediately before installing joint sealants to 

comply with joint-sealant manufacturer's written instructions and the following requirements: 

1. Remove all foreign material from joint substrates that could interfere with adhesion of 

joint sealant, including dust, paints (except for permanent, protective coatings tested and 

approved for sealant adhesion and compatibility by sealant manufacturer), old joint 

sealants, oil, grease, waterproofing, water repellents, water, surface dirt, and frost. 

2. Clean porous joint substrate surfaces by brushing, grinding, mechanical abrading, or a 

combination of these methods to produce a clean, sound substrate capable of developing 
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optimum bond with joint sealants. Remove loose particles remaining after cleaning 

operations above by vacuuming or blowing out joints with oil-free compressed air. 

Porous joint substrates include the following: 

a. Concrete. 

b. Masonry. 

3. Remove laitance and form-release agents from concrete. 

4. Clean nonporous joint substrate surfaces with chemical cleaners or other means that do 

not stain, harm substrates, or leave residues capable of interfering with adhesion of joint 

sealants. Nonporous joint substrates include the following: 

a. Metal. 

B. Joint Priming: Prime joint substrates where recommended by joint-sealant manufacturer or as 

indicated by preconstruction joint-sealant-substrate tests or prior experience. Apply primer to 

comply with joint-sealant manufacturer's written instructions. Confine primers to areas of joint-

sealant bond; do not allow spillage or migration onto adjoining surfaces. 

C. Masking Tape: Use masking tape where required to prevent contact of sealant or primer with 

adjoining surfaces that otherwise would be permanently stained or damaged by such contact or 

by cleaning methods required to remove sealant smears. Remove tape immediately after tooling 

without disturbing joint seal. 

3.3 INSTALLATION OF JOINT SEALANTS 

A. General: Comply with joint-sealant manufacturer's written installation instructions for products 

and applications indicated, unless more stringent requirements apply. 

B. Sealant Installation Standard: Comply with recommendations in ASTM C 1193 for use of joint 

sealants as applicable to materials, applications, and conditions indicated. 

C. Install sealant backings of kind indicated to support sealants during application and at position 

required to produce cross-sectional shapes and depths of installed sealants relative to joint 

widths that allow optimum sealant movement capability. 

1. Do not leave gaps between ends of sealant backings. 

2. Do not stretch, twist, puncture, or tear sealant backings. 

3. Remove absorbent sealant backings that have become wet before sealant application, and 

replace them with dry materials. 

D. Install bond-breaker tape behind sealants where sealant backings are not used between sealants 

and backs of joints. 

E. Install sealants using proven techniques that comply with the following and at the same time 

backings are installed: 

1. Place sealants so they directly contact and fully wet joint substrates. 

2. Completely fill recesses in each joint configuration. 
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3. Produce uniform, cross-sectional shapes and depths relative to joint widths that allow 

optimum sealant movement capability. 

F. Tooling of Nonsag Sealants: Immediately after sealant application and before skinning or curing 

begins, tool sealants according to requirements specified in subparagraphs below to form 

smooth, uniform beads of configuration indicated; to eliminate air pockets; and to ensure 

contact and adhesion of sealant with sides of joint. 

1. Remove excess sealant from surfaces adjacent to joints. 

2. Use tooling agents that are approved in writing by sealant manufacturer and that do not 

discolor sealants or adjacent surfaces. 

3. Provide concave joint profile per Figure 8A in ASTM C 1193 unless otherwise indicated. 

3.4 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Clean off excess sealant or sealant smears adjacent to joints as the Work progresses by methods 

and with cleaning materials approved in writing by manufacturers of joint sealants and of 

products in which joints occur. 

3.5 PROTECTION 

A. Protect joint sealants during and after curing period from contact with contaminating substances 

and from damage resulting from construction operations or other causes so sealants are without 

deterioration or damage at time of Substantial Completion. If, despite such protection, damage 

or deterioration occurs, cut out, remove, and repair damaged or deteriorated joint sealants 

immediately so installations with repaired areas are indistinguishable from original work. 

3.6 JOINT-SEALANT SCHEDULE 

A. Joint-Sealant Application: Exterior joints in vertical surfaces and horizontal nontraffic surfaces. 

1. Joint Locations: 

a. Construction joints in cast-in-place concrete. 

b. Control and expansion joints in unit masonry. 

c. Joints between different materials listed above. 

d. Perimeter joints between materials listed above and frames of doors and louvers. 

e. Other joints as indicated on Drawings. 

2. Joint Sealant: Silicone, nonstaining, S, NS, 50, NT. 

3. Joint-Sealant Color:  As selected by Architect from manufacturer's full range of colors. 

B. Joint-Sealant Application: Interior joints in vertical surfaces and horizontal nontraffic surfaces. 

1. Joint Locations: 

a. Control and expansion joints on exposed interior surfaces of exterior walls. 
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b. Vertical joints on exposed surfaces of unit masonry walls and partitions. 

c. Other joints as indicated on Drawings. 

2. Joint Sealant: Urethane, S, NS, 25, NT. 

3. Joint-Sealant Color:  As selected by Architect from manufacturer's full range of colors. 

C. Joint-Sealant Application: Mildew-resistant interior joints in vertical surfaces and horizontal 

nontraffic surfaces. 

1. Joint Locations: 

a. Joints between plumbing fixtures and adjoining walls, floors, and counters. 

b. Other joints as indicated on Drawings. 

2. Joint Sealant: Silicone, mildew resistant, acid curing, S, NS, 25, NT. 

3. Joint-Sealant Color:  White. 

END OF SECTION 079200 
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SECTION 081416 - FLUSH WOOD DOORS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Five-ply flush wood veneer-faced doors for transparent finish. 

2. Factory finishing flush wood doors and frames. 

3. Factory fitting flush wood doors to frames and factory machining for hardware. 

1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product, including the following: 

1. Door core materials and construction. 

2. Door edge construction 

3. Door face type and characteristics. 

4. Door frame construction. 

5. Factory- finishing specifications. 

B. Samples for Verification: 

1. Factory finishes applied to actual door face materials, approximately 8 by 10 inches (200 

by 250 mm), for each material and finish. 

1.4 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Comply with requirements of referenced standard and manufacturer's written instructions. 

B. Package doors individually in plastic bags or cardboard cartons. 

1.5 WARRANTY 

A. Special Warranty: Manufacturer agrees to repair or replace doors and frames that fail in 

materials or workmanship within specified warranty period. 

1. Failures include, but are not limited to, the following: 
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a. Delamination of veneer. 

b. Warping (bow, cup, or twist) more than 1/4 inch (6.4 mm) in a 42-by-84-inch 

(1067-by-2134-mm) section. 

c. Telegraphing of core construction in face veneers exceeding 0.01 inch in a 3-inch 

(0.25 mm in a 76.2-mm) span. 

2. Warranty shall also include installation and finishing that may be required due to repair 

or replacement of defective doors and frames. 

3. Warranty Period for Solid-Core Interior Doors: Life of installation. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 FLUSH WOOD DOORS AND FRAMES, GENERAL 

A. Quality Standard: In addition to requirements specified, comply with AWI/AWMAC/WI's 

"Architectural Woodwork Standards." 

2.2 FIVE-PLY FLUSH WOOD VENEER-FACED DOORS FOR TRANSPARENT FINISH 

A. Interior Doors: 

1. Performance Grade: WDMA I.S. 1A Heavy Duty. 

2.  Architectural Woodwork Standards Grade:  Custom. 

3. Faces: Single-ply wood veneer not less than 1/50 inch (0.508 mm) thick. 

a. Species:  Select red birch. 

b. Cut:  Rotary cut. 

4. Exposed Vertical Edges:  Same species as faces or a compatible species - Architectural 

Woodwork Standards edge Type A. 

2.3 FABRICATION 

A. Factory fit doors to suit frame-opening sizes indicated. 

1. Comply with clearance requirements of referenced quality standard for fitting unless 

otherwise indicated. 

2. Comply with NFPA 80 requirements for fire-rated doors. 

B. Factory machine doors for hardware that is not surface applied. 

1. Locate hardware to comply with DHI-WDHS-3. 

2. Comply with final hardware schedules, door frame Shop Drawings, BHMA-156.115-W, 

and hardware templates. 
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3. Coordinate with hardware mortises in metal frames, to verify dimensions and alignment 

before factory machining. 

2.4 FACTORY FINISHING 

A. Comply with referenced quality standard for factory finishing. 

1. Complete fabrication, including fitting doors for openings and machining for hardware 

that is not surface applied, before finishing. 

2. Finish faces, all four edges, edges of cutouts, and mortises. 

3. Stains and fillers may be omitted on bottom edges, edges of cutouts, and mortises. 

B. Factory finish doors where indicated in schedules or on Drawings as factory finished. 

C. Transparent Finish:  

1. Architectural Woodwork Standards Grade:  Custom. 

2. Finish: Architectural Woodwork Standards System-11, Polyurethane, Catalyzed. 

3. Staining:  Match adjacent wood surfaces. 

4. Sheen:  Semigloss. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Examine doors and installed door frames, with Installer present, before hanging doors. 

1. Verify that installed frames comply with indicated requirements for type, size, location, 

and swing characteristics and have been installed with level heads and plumb jambs. 

2. Reject doors with defects. 

B. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

3.2 INSTALLATION 

A. Install doors and frames to comply with manufacturer's written instructions and referenced 

quality standard, and as indicated. 

B. Install frames level, plumb, true, and straight. 

1. Shim as required with concealed shims. Install level and plumb to a tolerance of 1/8 inch 

in 96 inches (3.2 mm in 2400 mm). 

2. Anchor frames to anchors or blocking built in or directly attached to substrates. 

a. Secure with countersunk, concealed fasteners and blind nailing. 
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b. Use fine finishing nails or finishing screws for exposed fastening, countersunk and 

filled flush with woodwork. 

1) For factory-finished items, use filler matching finish of items being 

installed. 

C. Factory-Fitted Doors: Align in frames for uniform clearance at each edge. 

D. Factory-Finished Doors: Restore finish before installation if fitting or machining is required at 

Project site. 

3.3 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Repair or remove and replace installations where inspections indicate that they do not comply 

with specified requirements. 

B. Reinspect repaired or replaced installations to determine if replaced or repaired door assembly 

installations comply with specified requirements. 

3.4 ADJUSTING 

A. Operation: Rehang or replace doors that do not swing or operate freely. 

B. Finished Doors: Replace doors that are damaged or that do not comply with requirements. 

Doors may be repaired or refinished if Work complies with requirements and shows no 

evidence of repair or refinishing. 

END OF SECTION 081416 
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SECTION 087113 - AUTOMATIC DOOR OPERATORS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Low-energy door operators for swinging doors. 

B. Related Sections: 

1. Automatic door controls in Section 087120. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. AAADM: American Association of Automatic Door Manufacturers. 

B. Activation Device: A device that, when actuated, sends an electrical signal to the door operator 

to open the door. 

C. Safety Device: A control that prevents a door from opening or closing. 

D. For automatic door terminology, see BHMA A156.19 for definitions of terms. 

1.4 COORDINATION 

A. Coordinate hardware for doors with operators to ensure proper size, thickness, hand, function, 

and finish. 

B. Electrical System Roughing-in: Coordinate layout and installation of automatic door operators 

with connections to power supplies. 

1.5 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 

1. Include construction details, material descriptions, dimensions of individual components 

and profiles, and finishes for automatic door operators. 
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2. Include rated capacities, operating characteristics, electrical characteristics, and furnished 

specialties and accessories. 

B. Shop Drawings: For automatic door operators. 

1. Include plans, elevations, sections, hardware mounting heights, and attachment details. 

2. Indicate dimensions, weights, loads, required clearances, method of field assembly, 

components, and location and size of each field connection. 

3. Indicate locations of activation and safety devices. 

4. Include diagrams for power, signal, and control wiring. 

1.6 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS 

A. Maintenance Data: For automatic door operators, safety devices, and control systems, to include 

in maintenance manuals. 

1.7 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Installer Qualifications: An authorized representative who is trained and certified by 

manufacturer for installation and maintenance of units required for this Project. 

1.8 WARRANTY 

A. Warranty: Manufacturer agrees to repair or replace components of automatic door operators that 

fail in materials or workmanship within standard one year warranty period. 

1. Failures include, but are not limited to, the following: 

a. Faulty or sporadic operation of automatic door operator, including controls. 

b. Deterioration of metals, metal finishes, and other materials beyond normal 

weathering or use. 

2. Warranty Period: Two years from date of Substantial Completion. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 MANUFACTURERS 

A. Basis-of-Design Product: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide NABCO 

ENTRANCES, INC.; Nabco/Gyro Tech, GT710 Dual Outswing or comparable product by one 

of the following: 

1. Besam Entrance Solutions; Subsidiary of ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems. 

2. Horton Automatics; a division of Overhead Door Corporation. 

3. LCN Closers; an Ingersoll-Rand company. 

4. Stanley Access Technologies, LLC; Div. of Stanley Security Solutions. 
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B. Source Limitations: Obtain automatic door operators, including activation and safety devices, 

from single source from single manufacturer.  

2.2 AUTOMATIC DOOR OPERATORS, GENERAL 

A. General: Provide operators of size recommended by manufacturer for door size, weight, and 

movement; for condition of exposure; and for long-term, maintenance-free operation under 

normal traffic load for occupancy type indicated; and according to UL 325. Coordinate operator 

mechanisms with door operation, hinges, and activation and safety devices. 

B. Electromechanical Operating System: Self-contained unit powered by permanent-magnet dc 

motor; with closing speed controlled mechanically by gear train and dynamically by braking 

action of electric motor, connections for power and activation- and safety-device wiring, and 

manual operation including spring closing when power is off. 

C. Cover for Surface-Mounted Operators: Fabricated from 0.125-inch- (3.2-mm-) thick, extruded 

or formed aluminum  continuous over full width of operator-controlled door opening. 

D. Brackets and Reinforcements: Fabricated from aluminum with nonstaining, nonferrous shims 

for aligning system components. 

E. Electrical Components, Devices, and Accessories: Listed and labeled, by a qualified testing 

agency, and marked for intended location and application. 

2.3 LOW-ENERGY DOOR OPERATORS 

A. Standard: BHMA A156.19. 

B. Performance Requirements: 

1. Opening Force if Power Fails: Not more than 15 lbf (67 N) required to release latch if 

provided, not more than 30 lbf (133 N) required to manually set door in motion, and not 

more than 15 lbf (67 N) required to fully open door. 

2. Entrapment-Prevention Force: Not more than 15 lbf (67 N) required to prevent stopped 

door from closing or opening. 

C. Configuration: Operator to control pair of swinging doors. 

1. Traffic Pattern: Dual outswing. 

2. Mounting: Surface. 

D. Operation: Power opening and spring closing with dyamic or hydraulic breaking. Provide time 

delay for door to remain open before initiating closing cycle as required by BHMA A156.19. 

When not in automatic mode, door operator shall function as manual door closer, with or 

without electrical power. 

E. Operating System: Electrohydraulic. 
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F. Features: 

1. Adjustable opening and closing speed. 

2. Adjustable opening force. 

3. Adjustable backcheck. 

4. Adjustable hold-open time from zero to 30 seconds. 

5. Opening obstruction detection. 

G. Activation Device: Push-plate switch on each side of door to activate door operator. 

H. Exposed Finish: Class I, clear anodic finish. 

2.4 MATERIALS 

A. Aluminum: Alloy and temper recommended by manufacturer for type of use and finish 

indicated. 

1. Extrusions: ASTM B 221 (ASTM B 221M). 

2. Sheet: ASTM B 209 (ASTM B 209M). 

B. Fasteners and Accessories: Corrosion-resistant, nonstaining, nonbleeding fasteners and 

accessories compatible with adjacent materials. 

2.5 CONTROLS 

A. Touch-activated automatic door controls as specified in Section 087120. 

2.6 FABRICATION 

A. Factory fabricate automatic door operators to comply with indicated standards. 

B. Form aluminum shapes before finishing. 

C. Fabricate exterior components to drain condensation and water passing joints within operator 

enclosure to the exterior. 

D. Use concealed fasteners to greatest extent possible. Where exposed fasteners are required, use 

countersunk Phillips flat-head machine screws, finished to match operator. 

2.7 ACCESSORIES 

A. Signage: As required by cited BHMA standard for type of door and its operation. 

1. Application Process: Decals. 

2. Provide sign materials with instructions for field application when operators are installed. 
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2.8 GENERAL FINISH REQUIREMENTS 

A. Protect mechanical finishes on exposed surfaces from damage by applying strippable, 

temporary protective covering before shipping. 

B. Apply organic and anodic finishes to formed metal after fabrication unless otherwise indicated. 

C. Appearance of Finished Work: Noticeable variations in same piece are not acceptable. 

Variations in appearance of adjoining components are acceptable if they are within range of 

approved Samples and are assembled or installed to minimize contrast. 

2.9 ALUMINUM FINISHES 

A. Clear Anodic Finish: AAMA 611, AA-M12C22A31, Class II, 0.010 mm or thicker. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Examine conditions, with Installer present, for compliance with requirements for installation 

tolerances, door and frame preparation and reinforcements, and other conditions affecting 

performance of automatic door operators. 

B. Examine roughing-in for electrical systems to verify actual locations of power connections 

before automatic door operator installation. 

C. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

3.2 INSTALLATION 

A. General: Install automatic door operators according to manufacturer's written instructions and 

cited BHMA standard for type of door operation and direction of pedestrian travel, including 

signage, controls, wiring, remote power units if any, and connection to building's power supply. 

1. Do not install damaged components. Fit joints to produce hairline joints free of burrs and 

distortion. 

2. Install operators true in alignment with established lines and door geometry without warp 

or rack. Anchor securely in place. 

B. Controls: Install activation and safety devices according to manufacturer's written instructions 

and cited BHMA standard for operator type and direction of pedestrian travel.  

C. Signage: Apply on both sides of each door as required by cited BHMA standard for type of door 

operator and direction of pedestrian travel. 
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3.3 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Perform the following tests and inspections: 

1. Test and inspect each automatic door operator installation, using AAADM inspection 

forms, to determine compliance of installed systems with applicable BHMA standards. 

B. Prepare test and inspection reports. 

3.4 ADJUSTING 

A. Adjust automatic door operators to function smoothly, and lubricate as recommended by 

manufacturer; comply with requirements of applicable BHMA standards. 

1. Adjust operators on exterior doors for weathertight closure. 

B. After completing installation of automatic door operators, inspect exposed finishes on doors and 

operators. Repair damaged finish to match original finish. 

C. Readjust automatic door operators and controls after repeated operation of completed 

installation equivalent to three days' use by normal traffic (100 to 300 cycles). 

D. Occupancy Adjustment: When requested within 12 months of date of Substantial Completion, 

provide on-site assistance in adjusting system to suit actual occupied conditions. Provide up to 

two visits to Project during other-than-normal occupancy hours for this purpose. 

3.5 DEMONSTRATION 

A. Engage a factory-authorized service representative to train Owner's maintenance personnel to 

adjust, operate, and maintain automatic door operators. 

END OF SECTION 087113 
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SECTION 087120 - AUTOMATIC DOOR CONTROLS 

 

 

PART 1 GENERAL 

 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and 

Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

 

1.2 SUMMARY 

 

A. Touch-activated automatic door controls. 

 

1.3 REFERENCES 

 

A. UL 94 – Standard for Tests for Flammability of Plastic Materials for Parts in Devices and Appliances. 

 

B. UL 1054 – Standard for Special-Use Switches. 

 

1.4 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

 

A. Product Data:  Submit manufacturer’s product data, including installation instructions. 

 

B. Shop Drawings:  Submit manufacturer’s shop drawings, indicating dimensions, materials, components, 

fasteners, finish, and electrical wiring. 

 

C. Samples:  Submit manufacturer’s samples of each finish. 

 

D. Warranty:  Submit manufacturer’s standard warranty. 

 

1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

 

A. Manufacturer’s Qualifications:  Manufacturer regularly engaged, for minimum 10 years, in manufacture 

of automatic door activation equipment. 

 

1.6 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

 

A. Delivery:  Deliver materials to site in manufacturer’s original, unopened containers and packaging, with 

labels clearly identifying product name and manufacturer. 

 

B. Storage:  Store materials in clean, dry area indoors in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

C. Handling:  Protect materials and finish during handling and installation to prevent damage. 

 

1.7 WARRANTY 

 

A. Warranty Period:  18 months. 
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PART 2 PRODUCTS 

 

2.1 MANUFACTURER 

 

A. Basis-of-Design: Wikk Industries, Inc., PO Box 167, 6169B Industrial Court, Greendale, Wisconsin 

53129.  Toll Free (877) 421-9490.  Phone (414) 421-9490.  Fax (414) 421-3158.  Website 

www.wikk.com.  E-mail info@wikk.com. 

 

2.2 AUTOMATIC DOOR CONTROLS 

 

A. Touch-Activated Automatic Door Controls:  “INGRESS’R”. 

 

1. Description: 

 

a. Knowing-act switch with contoured profile. 

b. Allows activation of automatic door from any approach and height level along vertical 

profile. 

c. Tapered profile deflects impact from wheeled conveyances and directs movement into center 

vertical activation column. 

d. Vandal Resistant: 

 

1) No gaps or edges to pry. 

2) End cap secured with spanner security screws. 

 

e. Weather Resistant:  No gaps for water or ice to penetrate. 

 

2. Dimensions: 

 

a. Overall: 

 

1) Height:  36 inches (914 mm). 

2) Width:  6 inches (152 mm). 

3) Depth:  1-1/2 inches (38 mm). 

 

b. Center Vertical Activation Column: 

 

1) Height:  36 inches (914 mm). 

2) Width:  2-1/2 inches (64 mm). 

 

3. Materials: 

 

a. Aluminum: 

 

1) Anodized aluminum extrusion. 

2) Alloy 6063-T5. 

3) Nominal Thickness:  3/32 inch (2.4 mm). 

 

4. Top End Cap:  Black ABS plastic. 

 

5. Switch: 
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a. Micro-Switch:  Single-pole, double-throw, dry-contact, momentary-action micro-switch. 

b. Normally open or normally closed contact. 

c. Contacts:  Silver-cadmium oxide. 

d. Rated:  15 amps, 125/250 VAC. 

e. Compatible Connectivity:  Low-energy automatic door operators. 

f. Temperature Rating:  Minus 40 degrees F to 221 degrees F (minus 40 degrees C to 105 

degrees C). 

g. Electrical Life:  Unlimited, as connected to low-energy operators. 

h. Listed:  UL and CSA. 

i. Conformance:  UL 94 and 1054. 

 

6. Activation: 

a. Maximum Horizontal Movement of Center Vertical Activation Column:  1/4 inch (6 mm). 

b. Minimum Horizontal Force to Activate:  283 grams at all points on center vertical activation 

column. 

 

7. Electrical Connections: 

 

a. Hard Wire:  2 points of hard-wiring access from flush junction boxes. 

 

8. Conformance:  Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 

 

2.3 FINISHES 

 

A. Aluminum:  Clear anodized, Type 204R1, satin.  Blue wheelchair logo.   

 

 

PART 3 EXECUTION 

 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

 

A. Examine surfaces to receive touch-activated automatic door control. 

 

B. Notify Architect of conditions that would adversely affect installation or subsequent use. 

 

C. Do not begin installation until unacceptable conditions are corrected. 

 

3.2 INSTALLATION 

 

A. Install touch-activated automatic door controls in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions at locations 

indicated on the Drawings. 

 

B. Install touch-activated automatic door controls level and plumb. 

 

C. Install touch-activated automatic door controls at mounting height 3 inches (76 mm) above finished floor. 

 

D. Mount touch-activated automatic door controls securely in place to supports with fasteners supplied by 

manufacturer. 
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E. Connect switch in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

3.3 PROTECTION 

 

A. Protect installed touch-activated automatic door controls to ensure that, except for normal weathering, 

door controls will be without damage or deterioration at time of Substantial Completion. 

 

 

END OF SECTION 
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SECTION 092900 - GYPSUM BOARD 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Interior gypsum board. 

2. Tile backing panels. 

1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 

1.4 DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING 

A. Store materials inside under cover and keep them dry and protected against weather, 

condensation, direct sunlight, construction traffic, and other potential causes of damage. Stack 

panels flat and supported on risers on a flat platform to prevent sagging. 

1.5 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Environmental Limitations: Comply with ASTM C 840 requirements or gypsum board 

manufacturer's written instructions, whichever are more stringent. 

B. Do not install paper-faced gypsum panels until installation areas are enclosed and conditioned. 

C. Do not install panels that are wet, moisture damaged, and mold damaged. 

1. Indications that panels are wet or moisture damaged include, but are not limited to, 

discoloration, sagging, or irregular shape. 

2. Indications that panels are mold damaged include, but are not limited to, fuzzy or 

splotchy surface contamination and discoloration. 
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 GYPSUM BOARD, GENERAL 

A. Size: Provide maximum lengths and widths available that will minimize joints in each area and 

that correspond with support system indicated. 

2.2 INTERIOR GYPSUM BOARD 

A. Gypsum Board, Type X: ASTM C 1396/C 1396M. 

1. Thickness: 5/8 inch (15.9 mm). 

2. Long Edges: Tapered. 

B. Gypsum Ceiling Board: ASTM C 1396/C 1396M. 

1. Thickness: 1/2 inch (12.7 mm). 

2. Long Edges: Tapered. 

2.3 TILE BACKING PANELS 

A. Cementitious Backer Units: ANSI A118.9 and ASTM C 1288 or ASTM C 1325, with 

manufacturer's standard edges. 

1. Thickness:  5/8 inch (15.9 mm). 

2. Mold Resistance: ASTM D 3273, score of 10 as rated according to ASTM D 3274. 

2.4 TRIM ACCESSORIES 

A. Interior Trim: ASTM C 1047. 

1. Material:  Galvanized or aluminum-coated steel sheet or rolled zinc. 

2. Shapes: 

a. Cornerbead. 

b. Bullnose bead. 

c. LC-Bead: J-shaped; exposed long flange receives joint compound. 

d. L-Bead: L-shaped; exposed long flange receives joint compound. 

2.5 JOINT TREATMENT MATERIALS 

A. General: Comply with ASTM C 475/C 475M. 

B. Joint Tape: 

1. Interior Gypsum Board: Paper. 
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C. Joint Compound for Interior Gypsum Board: For each coat, use formulation that is compatible 

with other compounds applied on previous or for successive coats. 

1. Prefilling: At open joints and damaged surface areas, use setting-type taping compound. 

2. Embedding and First Coat: For embedding tape and first coat on joints, fasteners, and 

trim flanges, use drying-type, all-purpose compound. 

a. Use setting-type compound for installing paper-faced metal trim accessories. 

3. Fill Coat: For second coat, use drying-type, all-purpose compound. 

4. Finish Coat: For third coat, use drying-type, all-purpose compound. 

2.6 AUXILIARY MATERIALS 

A. General: Provide auxiliary materials that comply with referenced installation standards and 

manufacturer's written instructions. 

B. Steel Drill Screws: ASTM C 1002 unless otherwise indicated. 

1. Use screws complying with ASTM C 954 for fastening panels to steel members from 

0.033 to 0.112 inch (0.84 to 2.84 mm) thick. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Examine areas and substrates including welded hollow-metal frames and support framing, with 

Installer present, for compliance with requirements and other conditions affecting performance 

of the Work. 

B. Examine panels before installation. Reject panels that are wet, moisture damaged, and mold 

damaged. 

C. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

3.2 APPLYING AND FINISHING PANELS, GENERAL 

A. Comply with ASTM C 840. 

B. Install ceiling panels across framing to minimize the number of abutting end joints and to avoid 

abutting end joints in central area of each ceiling. Stagger abutting end joints of adjacent panels 

not less than one framing member. 

C. Install panels with face side out. Butt panels together for a light contact at edges and ends with 

not more than 1/16 inch (1.5 mm) of open space between panels. Do not force into place. 
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D. Locate edge and end joints over supports, except in ceiling applications where intermediate 

supports or gypsum board back-blocking is provided behind end joints. Do not place tapered 

edges against cut edges or ends. Stagger vertical joints on opposite sides of partitions. Do not 

make joints other than control joints at corners of framed openings. 

E. Wood Framing: Install gypsum panels over wood framing, with floating internal corner 

construction. Do not attach gypsum panels across the flat grain of wide-dimension lumber, 

including floor joists and headers. Float gypsum panels over these members or provide control 

joints to counteract wood shrinkage. 

3.3 APPLYING INTERIOR GYPSUM BOARD 

A. Install interior gypsum board in the following locations: 

1. Type X:  All locations. 

B. Single-Layer Application: 

1. On ceilings, apply gypsum panels before wall/partition board application to greatest 

extent possible and at right angles to framing unless otherwise indicated. 

2. On partitions/walls, apply gypsum panels horizontally (perpendicular to framing). 

a. Stagger abutting end joints not less than one framing member in alternate courses 

of panels. 

3.4 APPLYING TILE BACKING PANELS 

A. Cementitious Backer Units: ANSI A108.11, at locations indicated to receive tile. 

B. Interior Trim: Install in the following locations: 

1. Cornerbead: Use at outside corners. 

2. Bullnose Bead: Use at outside corners. 

3. LC-Bead: Use at exposed panel edges. 

4. L-Bead: Use where indicated. 

C. Gypsum Board Finish Levels: Finish panels to levels indicated below and according to 

ASTM C 840: 

1. Level 4:  All locations. 

3.5 PROTECTION 

A. Protect adjacent surfaces from drywall compound and promptly remove from floors and other 

non-drywall surfaces. Repair surfaces stained, marred, or otherwise damaged during drywall 

application. 
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B. Protect installed products from damage from weather, condensation, direct sunlight, 

construction, and other causes during remainder of the construction period. 

C. Remove and replace panels that are wet, moisture damaged, and mold damaged. 

1. Indications that panels are wet or moisture damaged include, but are not limited to, 

discoloration, sagging, or irregular shape. 

2. Indications that panels are mold damaged include, but are not limited to, fuzzy or 

splotchy surface contamination and discoloration. 

END OF SECTION 092900 
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SECTION 099123 - INTERIOR PAINTING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section includes surface preparation and the application of paint systems on interior substrates. 

1. Steel and iron 

2. Galvanized metal. 

3. Gypsum board. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. MPI Gloss Level 1: Not more than five units at 60 degrees and 10 units at 85 degrees, according 

to ASTM D 523. 

B. MPI Gloss Level 2: Not more than 10 units at 60 degrees and 10 to 35 units at 85 degrees, 

according to ASTM D 523. 

C. MPI Gloss Level 3: 10 to 25 units at 60 degrees and 10 to 35 units at 85 degrees, according to 

ASTM D 523. 

D. MPI Gloss Level 4: 20 to 35 units at 60 degrees and not less than 35 units at 85 degrees, 

according to ASTM D 523. 

E. MPI Gloss Level 5: 35 to 70 units at 60 degrees, according to ASTM D 523. 

F. MPI Gloss Level 6: 70 to 85 units at 60 degrees, according to ASTM D 523. 

G. MPI Gloss Level 7: More than 85 units at 60 degrees, according to ASTM D 523. 

1.4 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. Include preparation requirements and application 

instructions. 

1. Include Printout of current "MPI Approved Products List" for each product category 

specified, with the proposed product highlighted. 

2. Indicate VOC content. 
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B. Samples for Verification: For each type of paint system and in each color and gloss of topcoat. 

1. Submit Samples on rigid backing, 8 inches (200 mm) square. 

2. Apply coats on Samples in steps to show each coat required for system. 

3. Label each coat of each Sample. 

4. Label each Sample for location and application area. 

C. Product List: Cross-reference to paint system and locations of application areas. Use same 

designations indicated on Drawings and in schedules. Include color designations. 

1.5 MAINTENANCE MATERIAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Furnish extra materials, from the same product run, that match products installed and that are 

packaged with protective covering for storage and identified with labels describing contents. 

1. Paint: 5 percent, but not less than 1 gal. (3.8 L) of each material and color applied. 

1.6 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Store materials not in use in tightly covered containers in well-ventilated areas with ambient 

temperatures continuously maintained at not less than 45 deg F (7 deg C). 

1. Maintain containers in clean condition, free of foreign materials and residue. 

2. Remove rags and waste from storage areas daily. 

1.7 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Apply paints only when temperature of surfaces to be painted and ambient air temperatures are 

between 50 and 95 deg F (10 and 35 deg C). 

B. Do not apply paints when relative humidity exceeds 85 percent; at temperatures less than 5 

deg F (3 deg C) above the dew point; or to damp or wet surfaces. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 MANUFACTURERS 

A. Acceptable manufacturers are the following: 

1. Benjamin Moore & Co. 

2. Dunn-Edwards Corp. 

3. Kelly-Moore Paint Co. 

4. Sherwin-Williams Co. 
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2.2 PAINT, GENERAL 

A. MPI Standards: Products shall comply with MPI standards indicated and shall be listed in its 

"MPI Approved Products Lists." 

B. Material Compatibility: 

1. Materials for use within each paint system shall be compatible with one another and 

substrates indicated, under conditions of service and application as demonstrated by 

manufacturer, based on testing and field experience. 

2. For each coat in a paint system, products shall be recommended in writing by topcoat 

manufacturers for use in paint system and on substrate indicated. 

C. Colors:  As selected by Architect from manufacturer's full range  . 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Examine substrates and conditions, with Applicator present, for compliance with requirements 

for maximum moisture content and other conditions affecting performance of the Work. 

B. Maximum Moisture Content of Substrates: When measured with an electronic moisture meter 

as follows: 

1. Gypsum Board: 12 percent. 

C. Gypsum Board Substrates: Verify that finishing compound is sanded smooth. 

D. Verify suitability of substrates, including surface conditions and compatibility, with existing 

finishes and primers. 

E. Proceed with coating application only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

1. Application of coating indicates acceptance of surfaces and conditions. 

3.2 PREPARATION 

A. Comply with manufacturer's written instructions and recommendations in "MPI Architectural 

Painting Specification Manual" applicable to substrates and paint systems indicated. 

B. Remove hardware, covers, plates, and similar items already in place that are removable and are 

not to be painted. If removal is impractical or impossible because of size or weight of item, 

provide surface-applied protection before surface preparation and painting. 

1. After completing painting operations, use workers skilled in the trades involved to 

reinstall items that were removed. Remove surface-applied protection if any. 
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C. Clean substrates of substances that could impair bond of paints, including dust, dirt, oil, grease, 

and incompatible paints and encapsulants. 

1. Remove incompatible primers and reprime substrate with compatible primers or apply tie 

coat as required to produce paint systems indicated. 

D. Steel Substrates: Remove rust, loose mill scale, and shop primer, if any. Clean using methods 

recommended in writing by paint manufacturer. 

E. Shop-Primed Steel Substrates: Clean field welds, bolted connections, and areas where shop 

paint is abraded. Paint exposed areas with the same material as used for shop priming to comply 

with SSPC-PA 1 for touching up shop-primed surfaces. 

F. Galvanized-Metal Substrates: Remove grease and oil residue from galvanized sheet metal by 

mechanical methods to produce clean, lightly etched surfaces that promote adhesion of 

subsequently applied paints. 

3.3 APPLICATION 

A. Apply paints according to manufacturer's written instructions and to recommendations in "MPI 

Manual." 

1. Use applicators and techniques suited for paint and substrate indicated. 

2. Paint surfaces behind movable equipment and furniture same as similar exposed surfaces. 

Before final installation, paint surfaces behind permanently fixed equipment or furniture 

with prime coat only. 

3. Paint front and backsides of access panels, removable or hinged covers, and similar 

hinged items to match exposed surfaces. 

4. Do not paint over labels of independent testing agencies or equipment name, 

identification, performance rating, or nomenclature plates. 

5. Primers specified in painting schedules may be omitted on items that are factory primed 

or factory finished if acceptable to topcoat manufacturers. 

B. Tint each undercoat a lighter shade to facilitate identification of each coat if multiple coats of 

same material are to be applied. Tint undercoats to match color of topcoat, but provide 

sufficient difference in shade of undercoats to distinguish each separate coat. 

C. If undercoats or other conditions show through topcoat, apply additional coats until cured film 

has a uniform paint finish, color, and appearance. 

D. Apply paints to produce surface films without cloudiness, spotting, holidays, laps, brush marks, 

roller tracking, runs, sags, ropiness, or other surface imperfections. Cut in sharp lines and color 

breaks. 

3.4 CLEANING AND PROTECTION 

A. At end of each workday, remove rubbish, empty cans, rags, and other discarded materials from 

Project site. 
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B. After completing paint application, clean spattered surfaces. Remove spattered paints by 

washing, scraping, or other methods. Do not scratch or damage adjacent finished surfaces. 

C. Protect work of other trades against damage from paint application. Correct damage to work of 

other trades by cleaning, repairing, replacing, and refinishing, as approved by Architect, and 

leave in an undamaged condition. 

D. At completion of construction activities of other trades, touch up and restore damaged or 

defaced painted surfaces. 

3.5 INTERIOR PAINTING SCHEDULE 

A. Cement Board Substrates: 

1. Latex System MPI INT 3.3A: 

a. Prime Coat: Primer, alkali resistant, water based, MPI #3. 

b. Intermediate Coat: Latex, interior, matching topcoat. 

c. Topcoat: Latex, interior, semi-gloss (MPI Gloss Level 5), MPI #54. 

B. Steel Substrates: 

1. Latex System, Alkyd Primer MPI INT 5.1Q: 

a. Prime Coat: Primer, alkyd, quick dry, for metal, MPI #76, or, 

b. Intermediate Coat: Latex, interior, matching topcoat. 

c. Topcoat: Latex, interior, semi-gloss (MPI Gloss Level 5), MPI #54. 

C. Galvanized-Metal Substrates: 

1. Latex System MPI INT 5.3A: 

a. Prime Coat: Primer, galvanized, water based, MPI #134. 

b. Intermediate Coat: Latex, interior, matching topcoat. 

c. Topcoat: Latex, interior, semi-gloss (MPI Gloss Level 5), MPI #54. 

D. Wood Substrates: Wood trim. 

1. Latex over Latex Primer System MPI INT 6.3T: 

a. Prime Coat: Primer, latex, for interior wood, MPI #39. 

b. Intermediate Coat: Latex, interior, matching topcoat. 

c. Topcoat: Latex, interior, semi-gloss (MPI Gloss Level 5), MPI #54. 
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E. Gypsum Board Substrates: 

1. Alkyd over Latex Sealer System MPI INT 9.2C: 

a. Prime Coat: Primer sealer, latex, interior, MPI #50. 

b. Intermediate Coat: Alkyd, interior, matching topcoat. 

c. Topcoat: Alkyd, interior, semi-gloss (MPI Gloss Level 5), MPI #47. 

END OF SECTION 099123 
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SECTION 101423 - PANEL SIGNAGE 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Panel signs. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. Accessible: In accordance with the accessibility standard. 

1.4 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 PANEL SIGNS 

A. Accessible Panel Signs: Sign with Grade 2 tactile braille.  

1. Mounting:  As indicated on Drawings. 

2. Text and Typeface:  Accessible raised characters and Braille. 

2.2 PANEL-SIGN MATERIALS 

A. Acrylic Sheet: ASTM D 4802, category as standard with manufacturer for each sign, Type UVF 

(UV filtering). 
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2.3 ACCESSORIES 

A. Fasteners and Anchors: Manufacturer's standard as required for secure anchorage of signs, 

noncorrosive and compatible with each material joined, and complying with the following 

unless otherwise indicated: 

1. Exposed Metal-Fastener Components, General: 

a. Fastener Heads: For nonstructural connections, use oval countersunk screws and 

bolts with tamper-resistant Allen-head slots unless otherwise indicated. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Examine substrates, areas, and conditions, with Installer present, for compliance with 

requirements for installation tolerances and other conditions affecting performance of the Work. 

B. Verify that sign-support surfaces are within tolerances to accommodate signs without gaps or 

irregularities between backs of signs and support surfaces unless otherwise indicated. 

C. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

3.2 INSTALLATION 

A. General: Install signs using mounting methods indicated and according to manufacturer's 

written instructions. 

1. Install signs level, plumb, true to line, and at locations and heights indicated, with sign 

surfaces free of distortion and other defects in appearance. 

2. Install signs so they do not protrude or obstruct according to the accessibility standard. 

3. Before installation, verify that sign surfaces are clean and free of materials or debris that 

would impair installation. 

B. Accessible Signage: Install in locations on walls as indicated on Drawings and according to the 

accessibility standard. 

C. Mounting Methods: 

1. Through Fasteners: Drill holes in substrate using predrilled holes in sign as template. 

Countersink holes in sign if required. Place sign in position and flush to surface. Install 

through fasteners and tighten. 
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3.3 ADJUSTING AND CLEANING 

A. Remove and replace damaged or deformed signs and signs that do not comply with specified 

requirements. Replace signs with damaged or deteriorated finishes or components that cannot 

be successfully repaired by finish touchup or similar minor repair procedures. 

B. Remove temporary protective coverings and strippable films as signs are installed. 

C. On completion of installation, clean exposed surfaces of signs according to manufacturer's 

written instructions, and touch up minor nicks and abrasions in finish. Maintain signs in a clean 

condition during construction and protect from damage until acceptance by Owner. 

END OF SECTION 101423 
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SECTION 102800 - TOILET, BATH, AND LAUNDRY ACCESSORIES 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Public-use washroom accessories. 

1.3 COORDINATION 

A. Coordinate accessory locations with other work to prevent interference with clearances required 

for access by people with disabilities, and for proper installation, adjustment, operation, 

cleaning, and servicing of accessories. 

B. Deliver inserts and anchoring devices set into concrete or masonry as required to prevent 

delaying the Work. 

1.4 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 

1. Include construction details, material descriptions, dimensions of individual components 

and profiles, and finishes. 

2. Include anchoring and mounting requirements, including requirements for cutouts in 

other work and substrate preparation. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 PUBLIC-USE WASHROOM ACCESSORIES 

A. Source Limitations: Obtain public-use washroom accessories from single source from single 

manufacturer. 

B. Toilet Tissue (Roll) Dispenser : 

1. Basis-of-Design:  Bobrick B-3888, or equal.  
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2. Description: Double-roll dispenser. 

3. Mounting:  Recessed. 

4. Operation:  Noncontrol delivery with theft-resistant spindle. 

5. Capacity: Designed for 4-1/2- or 5-inch- (114- or 127-mm- diameter tissue rolls. 

6. Material and Finish:  Stainless steel, No. 4 finish (satin). 

C. Paper Towel (Folded) Dispenser: Bobrick B262 or equal. 

1. Mounting:  Recessed. 

2. Minimum Capacity:  400 C-fold or 525 multifold towels. 

3. Material and Finish:  Stainless steel, No. 4 finish (satin). 

4. Lockset: Tumbler type. 

5. Refill Indicator: Pierced slots at sides or front. 

D. Liquid-Soap Dispenser: Bobrick B-2112 or equal. 

1. Description: Designed for dispensing soap in liquid or lotion form. 

2. Mounting:  Vertically oriented, surface mounted. 

3. Capacity: 40 oz. 

4. Materials: Stainless steel, No. 4 finish (satin). 

5. Lockset: Tumbler type. 

6. Refill Indicator: Window type. 

E. Grab Bar at ADA accessible water closets: 

1. Acceptable manufacturers include but are not limited to: 

a. Bobrick Washroom Equipment 

b. Bradley Corporation 

c. Tubular Specialties 

2. Mounting: Flanges with exposed tamper-proof fasteners. 

3. Material: Stainless steel, 0.05 inch (1.3 mm) thick. 

a. Finish: Smooth, No. 4 finish (satin) on ends and slip-resistant texture in grip area. 

4. Outside Diameter: 1-1/4 inches (32 mm). 

5. Configuration and Length: As indicated on Drawings. 

F. Seat-Cover Dispenser: Bobrick B221 or equal. 

1. Mounting:  Surface mounted. 

2. Minimum Capacity:  250 seat covers. 

3. Exposed Material and Finish:  Stainless steel, No. 4 finish (satin). 

4. Lockset: Tumbler type. 

G. Mirror Unit: 

1. Frame:  Stainless-steel channel. 
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a. Corners:  Manufacturer's standard. 

2. Hangers: Produce rigid, tamper- and theft-resistant installation, using method indicated 

below. 

a. One-piece, galvanized-steel, wall-hanger device with spring-action locking 

mechanism to hold mirror unit in position with no exposed screws or bolts. 

3. Size:  As indicated on Drawings. 

H. Coat Hook(s) inside restrooms on door: 

1.  Acceptable manufacturers include but are not limited to: 

a. Bobrick Washroom Equipment 

b. Bradley Corporation 

2. Description: Double-prong unit. 

3. Material and Finish:  Stainless steel, No. 4 finish (satin). 

2.2 UNDERLAVATORY GUARDS 

A. Underlavatory Guard at all lavatories and sinks: 

1. Description: Insulating pipe covering for supply and drain piping assemblies that 

prevents direct contact with and burns from piping; allow service access without 

removing coverings. 

2. Material and Finish: Antimicrobial, molded plastic, white. 

2.3 FABRICATION 

A. General: Fabricate units with tight seams and joints, and exposed edges rolled. Hang doors and 

access panels with full-length, continuous hinges. Equip units for concealed anchorage and with 

corrosion-resistant backing plates. 

B. Keys: Provide universal keys for internal access to accessories for servicing and resupplying. 

Provide minimum of six keys to Owner's representative. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 INSTALLATION 

A. Install accessories according to manufacturers' written instructions, using fasteners appropriate 

to substrate indicated and recommended by unit manufacturer. Install units level, plumb, and 

firmly anchored in locations and at heights indicated. 
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B. Grab Bars: Install to withstand a downward load of at least 250 lbf (1112 N), when tested 

according to ASTM F 446. 

3.2 ADJUSTING AND CLEANING 

A. Adjust accessories for unencumbered, smooth operation. Replace damaged or defective items. 

B. Remove temporary labels and protective coatings. 

C. Clean and polish exposed surfaces according to manufacturer's written instructions. 

END OF SECTION 102800 
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SECTION 144216 - VERTICAL WHEELCHAIR LIFTS 

 

 

PART 1  GENERAL 

 

1.1 SECTION INCLUDES 

 

A. Unenclosed, self-contained vertical platform wheelchair lift. 

 

1.2 REFERENCES 

 

A. ASME A17.1 - Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators. 

 

B. ASME A17.5 - Elevator and Escalator Electrical Equipment. 

 

C. ASME A18.1 - Safety Standard for Platform Lifts and Stairway Chairlifts. 

 

D. ICC/ANSI A117.1 - Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities. 

 

E. NFPA 70 - National Electric Code. 

 

1.3 SUBMITTALS 

 

A. Product Data:  Manufacturer's data sheets on each product to be used, including: 

1. Submit manufacturer’s installation instructions, including preparation, storage and 

handling requirements. 

2. Include complete description of performance and operating characteristics. 

 

B. Shop Drawings: 

1. Show typical details of assembly, erection and anchorage. 

2. Include wiring diagrams for power, control, and signal systems. 

3. Show complete layout and location of equipment, including required clearances and 

coordination with shaftway. 

 

C. Selection Samples:  For each finished product specified, provide two complete sets of color 

chips representing manufacturer's full range of available colors and patterns. 

 

D. Verification Samples:  For each finished product specified, two samples, minimum size 1-

3/4” x 2-1/4”, representing actual product, color, and patterns. 

 

E. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Firm with minimum 10 years experience in manufacturing of 

vertical platform lifts, with evidence of experience with similar installations of type 

specified. 

 

F. Installer Qualifications:  Licensed to install equipment of this scope, with evidence of 

experience with specified equipment.  Installer shall maintain an adequate stock of 
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replacement parts, have qualified people available to ensure fulfillment of maintenance and 

callback service without unreasonable loss of time in reaching project site. 

 

1.4 REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 

 

A. Provide platform lifts in compliance with: 

1. ASME A18.1 - Safety Standard for Platform Lifts and Stairway Chairlifts. 

2. ASME A17.1 - Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators. 

3. ASME A17.5 - Elevator and Escalator Electrical Equipment. 

4. NFPA 70 - National Electric Code. 

 

 

1.5 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

 

A. Store products in manufacturer's unopened packaging until ready for installation. 

 

B. Store components off the ground in a dry covered area, protected from adverse weather 

conditions. 

 

1.6 PROJECT CONDITIONS 

 

A. Do not use wheelchair lift for hoisting materials or personnel during construction period. 

 

1.7 WARRANTY 

 

A. Warranty:  Manufacturer shall warrant the wheelchair lift materials and workmanship for 

two years following completion of installation. 

 

 

PART 2  PRODUCTS 

 

2.1 MANUFACTURERS 

 

A. Basis-Of-Design:  Garaventa Lift; United States - P.O.  Box 1769, Blaine, WA 98231-1769 

Toll Free: 800-663-6556. Tel:  (604) 594-0422.  Fax:  (604) 594-9915.  Email: 

productinfo@garaventalift.com Web www.garaventalift.com 

 

B. Subject to compliance with specifications other manufacturers will be considered. 

 

 

2.2 UNENCLOSED VERTICAL WHEELCHAIR LIFT 

 

A. Capacity: 750 lbs (340 kg) rated capacity. 

 

B. Mast Height: 

1. Model GVL-OP-42; 45 inches (1143 mm) maximum lifting height. 

 

C. Platform Size and Nominal Clear Platform Dimensions: 
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1. Large 90 degree:  43-1/2 inches (1104 mm) by 58-1/2 inches (1485 mm) with 90 

degree entry/exit configuration. 

 

D. Platform Configuration: 

1. 90 Degree:  Front and side openings. 

 

E. Landing Openings:  Gates shall be self closing type. 

1. Gate Height:  42-1/8 inches (1070 mm). 

2. Gate Width:  41-3/4 inches (1060 mm). 

3. Platform Gate: Travels with platform and opens at lower landing. 

4. Upper Landing Gate:  Installed at upper landing. 

 

F. Power Gate Operators: 

1. Location: 

a. Platform Gate: Travels with platform and opens lower landing. 

b. Upper Landing Gate. 

2. Automatically opens the gate when platform arrives at a landing. Will also open at 

landing by pressing call button. 

3. ADA Compliant and obstruction sensitive. 

4. Low voltage, 24 VDC with all wiring concealed. 

 

G. Lift Components: 

1. Machine Tower:  Custom aluminum extrusion. 

2. Base Frame:  Structural steel. 

3. Platform Side Wall Panels:  16 gauge (1.5 mm) galvanized steel sheet. 

4. Platform Access Ramp: 12 gauge (2.5 mm) galvanized steel plates; slip resistant 

surfaces. 

a. Ramp:  Stationary type. 

5. Side Guard Panels:  42-1/8 inches (1070 mm) high mounted on platform. 

 

H. Base Mounting at Lower Landing: 

1. Floor Mount:  Base of lift shall be mounted on the floor surface of the lower landing. 

  For access onto the platform provide a ramp of 16 gauge (1.5 mm) galvanized steel 

sheet with a slip resistant surface. 

 

I. Leadscrew Drive: 

1. Drive Type:  Self-lubricating acme screw drive. 

2. Emergency Operation:  Manual handwheel device to raise or lower platform. 

3. Battery Powered Emergency Lowering:  Battery powered platform lowering device 

that automatically activates in the event of power failure.  Allows passenger to drive 

platform downward to lower landing.  Does not operate lift in up direction. 

4. Safety Devices:  

a. Integral safety nut assembly with safety switch. 

5. Travel Speed:  10 fpm (3.0 m/minute). 

6. Motor:  2.0 hp (560 W). 

7. Power Supply: 

a. 120 VAC single phase; 60 Hz on a dedicated 20 amp circuit. 
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b. Powered by continuous building mains converted to 24 VDC, equipped with 

auxiliary power system capable of running lift up and down for a minimum of 

5 trips with rated load. 

 

J. Platform Controls:  24 VDC control circuit with the following features. 

1. Direction Control:  Illuminated tactile and constant pressure elevator-style buttons 

with dual platform courtesy lights and safety light. 

2. Illuminated and audible emergency stop switch shuts off power to lift and activates 

audio alarm with battery backup. 

3. Keyless operation. 

 

K. Call Station Controls:  24 VDC control circuit with the following features. 

1. Direction Control: 

a. Illuminated tactile and constant pressure elevator-style buttons with dual 

platform courtesy lights and safety light. 

2. Keyless operation. 

3. Call Station Mounting: 

a. Lower: 

1) Wall mounted surface. 

b. Upper: 

1) Wall mounted surface. 

 

L. Safety Devices and Features: 

1. Grounded electrical system with upper, lower, and final limit switches. 

2. Tamper resistant interlock to electrically monitor that the gate is in the closed 

position and the lock is engaged before lift can move from landing. 

 

3. Electrical disconnect shall shut off power to the lift. 

M. Finishes 

1. Ferrous Components:  Electrostatically applied baked powder finish, fine textured. 

a. Color:  Satin Grey, RAL 7030. 

 

 

PART 3  EXECUTION 

 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

 

A. Do not begin installation until substrates have been properly prepared. 

 

B. Verify shaft and machine space are of correct size and within tolerances. 

 

C. Verify required landings and openings are of correct size and within tolerances. 

 

D. Verify electrical rough-in is at correct location. 

 

E. If substrate preparation is the responsibility of another installer, notify Architect of 

unsatisfactory preparation before proceeding. 
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3.2 PREPARATION 

 

A. Clean surfaces thoroughly prior to installation. 

 

B. Prepare surfaces using the methods recommended by the manufacturer for achieving the 

best result for the substrate under the project conditions. 

 

3.3 INSTALLATION 

A. Install platform lifts in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements including ASME 

A 17.1, ASME A 18.1 and the manufacturer's instructions. 

 

B. Install system components and connect to building utilities. 

 

C. Accommodate equipment in space indicated. 

 

D. Startup equipment in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

E. Adjust for smooth operation. 

 

3.4 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

 

A. Perform tests in compliance with ASME A 17.1 or A18.1 and as required by authorities 

having jurisdiction. 

 

B. Schedule tests with agencies and Owner, and Contractor present. 

 

3.5 PROTECTION 

 

A. Protect installed products until completion of project. 

 

B. Touch-up, repair or replace damaged products before Substantial Completion. 

 

 

END OF SECTION 
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SECTION 311000 - SITE CLEARING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Protecting existing vegetation to remain. 

2. Removing existing vegetation. 

3. Clearing and grubbing. 

4. Stripping and stockpiling topsoil. 

5. Stripping and stockpiling rock. 

6. Removing above- and below-grade site improvements. 

7. Disconnecting, capping or sealing, and removing site utilities abandoning site utilities in 

place. 

8. Temporary erosion and sedimentation control. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. Subsoil: Soil beneath the level of subgrade; soil beneath the topsoil layers of a naturally 

occurring soil profile, typified by less than 1 percent organic matter and few soil organisms. 

B. Surface Soil: Soil that is present at the top layer of the existing soil profile. In undisturbed areas, 

surface soil is typically called "topsoil," but in disturbed areas such as urban environments, the 

surface soil can be subsoil. 

C. Topsoil: Top layer of the soil profile consisting of existing native surface topsoil or existing in-

place surface soil; the zone where plant roots grow. 

D. Topsoil: Top layer of the soil profile consisting of existing native surface topsoil or existing in-

place surface soil; the zone where plant roots grow. Its appearance is generally friable, pervious, 

and black or a darker shade of brown, gray, or red than underlying subsoil; reasonably free of 

subsoil, clay lumps, gravel, and other objects larger than 2 inches (50 mm) in diameter; and free 

of weeds, roots, toxic materials, or other nonsoil materials. 

E. Plant-Protection Zone: Area surrounding individual trees, groups of trees, shrubs, or other 

vegetation to be protected during construction and indicated on Drawings. 
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F. Tree-Protection Zone: Area surrounding individual trees or groups of trees to be protected 

during construction and. 

G. Vegetation: Trees, shrubs, groundcovers, grass, and other plants. 

1.4 MATERIAL OWNERSHIP 

A. Except for materials indicated to be stockpiled or otherwise remain Owner's property, cleared 

materials shall become Contractor's property and shall be removed from Project site. 

1.5 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Existing Conditions: Documentation of existing trees and plantings, adjoining construction, and 

site improvements that establishes preconstruction conditions that might be misconstrued as 

damage caused by site clearing. 

1. Use sufficiently detailed photographs or video recordings. 

2. Include plans and notations to indicate specific wounds and damage conditions of each 

tree or other plant designated to remain. 

B. Topsoil stripping and stockpiling program. 

C. Rock stockpiling program. 

D. Record Drawings: Identifying and accurately showing locations of capped utilities and other 

subsurface structural, electrical, and mechanical conditions. 

E. Burning: Burning is not allowed. 

1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Topsoil Stripping and Stockpiling Program: Prepare a written program to systematically 

demonstrate the ability of personnel to properly follow procedures and handle materials and 

equipment during the Work. Include dimensioned diagrams for placement and protection of 

stockpiles. 

B. Rock Stockpiling Program: Prepare a written program to systematically demonstrate the ability 

of personnel to properly follow procedures and handle materials and equipment during the 

Work. Include dimensioned diagrams for placement and protection of stockpiles. 

1.7 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Traffic: Minimize interference with adjoining roads, streets, walks, and other adjacent occupied 

or used facilities during site-clearing operations. 
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1. Do not close or obstruct streets, walks, or other adjacent occupied or used facilities 

without permission from Owner and authorities having jurisdiction. 

2. Provide alternate routes around closed or obstructed trafficways if required by Owner or 

authorities having jurisdiction. 

B. Improvements on Adjoining Property: Authority for performing site clearing indicated on 

property adjoining Owner's property will be obtained by Owner before award of Contract. 

1. Do not proceed with work on adjoining property until directed by Architect. 

C. Salvageable Improvements: Carefully remove items indicated to be salvaged and store on 

Owner's premises. 

D. Utility Locator Service: Notify Call Before You Dig and city public works department for area 

where Project is located before site clearing. 

E. Do not commence site clearing operations until temporary erosion- and sedimentation-

control and plant-protection measures are in place. 

F. Soil Stripping, Handling, and Stockpiling: Perform only when the soil is dry or slightly moist. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 MATERIALS 

A. Satisfactory Soil Material: Requirements for satisfactory soil material are specified in 

Section 312000 "Earth Moving." 

1. Obtain approved borrow soil material off-site when satisfactory soil material is not 

available on-site. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 PREPARATION 

A. Protect and maintain benchmarks and survey control points from disturbance during 

construction. 

B. Verify that trees, shrubs, and other vegetation to remain or to be relocated have been flagged 

and that protection zones have been identified and enclosed.  

C. Protect existing site improvements to remain from damage during construction. 

1. Restore damaged improvements to their original condition, as acceptable to Owner. 
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3.2 TEMPORARY EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL 

A. Provide temporary erosion- and sedimentation-control measures to prevent soil erosion and 

discharge of soil-bearing water runoff or airborne dust to adjacent properties and walkways, 

according to erosion requirements of authorities having jurisdiction. 

B. Verify that flows of water redirected from construction areas or generated by construction 

activity do not enter or cross protection zones. 

C. Inspect, maintain, and repair erosion- and sedimentation-control measures during construction 

until permanent vegetation has been established. 

D. Remove erosion and sedimentation controls, and restore and stabilize areas disturbed during 

removal. 

3.3 TREE AND PLANT PROTECTION 

A. Protect trees and plants remaining on-site.  

B. Repair or replace trees, shrubs, and other vegetation indicated to remain or be relocated that are 

damaged by construction operations. 

3.4 EXISTING UTILITIES 

A. Owner will arrange for disconnecting and sealing indicated utilities that serve existing structures 

before site clearing, when requested by Contractor. 

1. Verify that utilities have been disconnected and capped before proceeding with site 

clearing. 

B. Locate, identify, disconnect, and seal or cap utilities indicated to be removed or abandoned in 

place. 

1. Arrange with utility companies to shut off indicated utilities. 

2. Owner will arrange to shut off indicated utilities when requested by Contractor. 

C. Locate, identify, and disconnect utilities indicated to be abandoned in place. 

D. Interrupting Existing Utilities: Do not interrupt utilities serving facilities occupied by Owner or 

others, unless permitted under the following conditions and then only after arranging to provide 

temporary utility services according to requirements indicated: 

1. Notify Architect not less than 10 days in advance of proposed utility interruptions. 

2. Do not proceed with utility interruptions without Architect's written permission. 

E. Excavate for and remove underground utilities indicated to be removed. 
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3.5 CLEARING AND GRUBBING 

A. Remove obstructions, trees, shrubs, and other vegetation to permit installation of new 

construction. 

1. Do not remove trees, shrubs, and other vegetation indicated to remain or to be relocated. 

B. Fill depressions caused by clearing and grubbing operations with satisfactory soil material 

unless further excavation or earthwork is indicated. 

1. Place fill material in horizontal layers not exceeding a loose depth of 8 inches (200 mm), 

and compact each layer to a density equal to adjacent original ground. 

3.6 TOPSOIL STRIPPING 

A. Remove sod and grass before stripping topsoil. 

B. Strip topsoil to depth of 6 inches (150 mm) in a manner to prevent intermingling with 

underlying subsoil or other waste materials. 

1. Remove subsoil and nonsoil materials from topsoil, including clay lumps, gravel, and 

other objects larger than 2 inches (50 mm) in diameter; trash, debris, weeds, roots, and 

other waste materials. 

C. Stockpile topsoil away from edge of excavations without intermixing with subsoil or other 

materials. Grade and shape stockpiles to drain surface water. Cover to prevent windblown dust 

and erosion by water. 

1. Limit height of topsoil stockpiles to 72 inches (1800 mm). 

2. Do not stockpile topsoil within protection zones. 

3. Dispose of surplus topsoil. Surplus topsoil is that which exceeds quantity indicated to be 

stockpiled or reused. 

4. Stockpile surplus topsoil to allow for respreading deeper topsoil. 

3.7 SITE IMPROVEMENTS 

A. Remove existing above- and below-grade improvements as indicated and necessary to facilitate 

new construction. 

B. Remove slabs, paving, curbs, gutters, and aggregate base as indicated. 

1. Unless existing full-depth joints coincide with line of demolition, neatly saw-cut along 

line of existing pavement to remain before removing adjacent existing pavement. Saw-cut 

faces vertically. 

2. Paint cut ends of steel reinforcement in concrete to remain with two coats of antirust 

coating, following coating manufacturer's written instructions. Keep paint off surfaces 

that will remain exposed. 
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3.8 DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS AND WASTE MATERIALS 

A. Remove surplus soil material, unsuitable topsoil, obstructions, demolished materials, and waste 

materials including trash and debris, and legally dispose of them off Owner's property. 

B. Separate recyclable materials produced during site clearing from other nonrecyclable materials. 

Store or stockpile without intermixing with other materials, and transport them to recycling 

facilities. Do not interfere with other Project work. 

END OF SECTION 311000 
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SECTION 312000 - EARTH MOVING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Excavating and filling for rough grading the Site. 

2. Preparing subgrades for slabs-on-grade  

3. Drainage course for concrete slabs-on-grade. 

4. Subbase course for concrete walks pavements. 

5. Subbase course and base course for asphalt paving. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. Backfill: Soil material or controlled low-strength material used to fill an excavation. 

1. Initial Backfill: Backfill placed beside and over pipe in a trench, including haunches to 

support sides of pipe. 

2. Final Backfill: Backfill placed over initial backfill to fill a trench. 

B. Base Course: Aggregate layer placed between the subbase course and hot-mix asphalt paving. 

C. Bedding Course: Aggregate layer placed over the excavated subgrade in a trench before laying 

pipe. 

D. Borrow Soil: Satisfactory soil imported from off-site for use as fill or backfill. 

E. Drainage Course: Aggregate layer supporting the slab-on-grade that also minimizes upward 

capillary flow of pore water. 

F. Excavation: Removal of material encountered above subgrade elevations and to lines and 

dimensions indicated. 

1. Authorized Additional Excavation: Excavation below subgrade elevations or beyond 

indicated lines and dimensions as directed by Architect. Authorized additional excavation 

and replacement material will be paid for according to Contract provisions for changes in 

the Work. 

2. Bulk Excavation: Excavation more than 10 feet in width and more than 30 feet in length. 
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3. Unauthorized Excavation: Excavation below subgrade elevations or beyond indicated 

lines and dimensions without direction by Architect. Unauthorized excavation, as well as 

remedial work directed by Architect, shall be without additional compensation. 

G. Fill: Soil materials used to raise existing grades. 

H. Structures: Buildings, footings, foundations, retaining walls, slabs, tanks, curbs, mechanical and 

electrical appurtenances, or other man-made stationary features constructed above or below the 

ground surface. 

I. Subbase Course: Aggregate layer placed between the subgrade and base course for hot-mix 

asphalt pavement, or aggregate layer placed between the subgrade and a cement concrete 

pavement or a cement concrete or hot-mix asphalt walk. 

J. Subgrade: Uppermost surface of an excavation or the top surface of a fill or backfill 

immediately below subbase, drainage fill, drainage course, or topsoil materials. 

K. Utilities: On-site underground pipes, conduits, ducts, and cables as well as underground services 

within buildings. 

1.4 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS 

A. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct preexcavation conference at Project site. 

1. Review methods and procedures related to earthmoving, including, but not limited to, the 

following: 

a. Personnel and equipment needed to make progress and avoid delays. 

b. Coordination of Work with utility locator service. 

c. Coordination of Work and equipment movement with the locations of tree- and 

plant-protection zones. 

d. Extent of trenching by hand or with air spade. 

e. Field quality control. 

B. Product Data: For each type of the following manufactured products required: 

1. Warning tapes. 

C. Samples for Verification: For the following products, in sizes indicated below: 

1. Geotextile: 12 by 12 inches. 

2. Warning Tape: 12 inches long; of each color. 

1.5 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Qualification Data: For qualified testing agency. 

B. Material Test Reports: For each on-site and borrow soil material proposed for fill and backfill as 

follows: 
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1. Classification according to ASTM D 2487. 

2. Laboratory compaction curve according to ASTM D 698. 

C. Preexcavation Photographs or Videotape: Show existing conditions of adjoining construction 

and site improvements, including finish surfaces that might be misconstrued as damage caused 

by earth-moving operations. Submit before earth moving begins. 

1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Geotechnical Testing Agency Qualifications: Qualified according to ASTM E 329 and 

ASTM D 3740 for testing indicated. 

1.7 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Traffic: Minimize interference with adjoining roads, streets, walks, and other adjacent occupied 

or used facilities during earth-moving operations. 

1. Do not close or obstruct streets, walks, or other adjacent occupied or used facilities 

without permission from Owner and authorities having jurisdiction. 

2. Provide alternate routes around closed or obstructed traffic ways if required by Owner or 

authorities having jurisdiction. 

B. Improvements on Adjoining Property: Authority for performing earth moving indicated on 

property adjoining Owner's property will be obtained by Owner before award of Contract. 

1. Do not proceed with work on adjoining property until directed by Architect. 

C. Utility Locator Service: Notify "Call Before You Dig" for area where Project is located before 

beginning earth-moving operations. 

D. Do not commence earth-moving operations until temporary site fencing and erosion- and 

sedimentation-control measures are in place. 

E. Do not commence earth-moving operations until plant-protection measures are in place. 

F. The following practices are prohibited within protection zones: 

1. Storage of construction materials, debris, or excavated material. 

2. Parking vehicles or equipment. 

3. Foot traffic. 

4. Erection of sheds or structures. 

5. Impoundment of water. 

6. Excavation or other digging unless otherwise indicated. 

7. Attachment of signs to or wrapping materials around trees or plants unless otherwise 

indicated. 

G. Do not direct vehicle or equipment exhaust towards protection zones. 
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H. Prohibit heat sources, flames, ignition sources, and smoking within or near protection zones. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 SOIL MATERIALS 

A. General: Provide borrow soil materials when sufficient satisfactory soil materials are not 

available from excavations. 

B. Satisfactory Soils: Soil Classification Groups GW, GP, GM, SW, SP, and SM according to 

ASTM D 2487, or a combination of these groups; free of rock or gravel larger than 3 inches in 

any dimension, debris, waste, frozen materials, vegetation, and other deleterious matter. 

1. Liquid Limit: less than 40 

2. Plasticity Index: less than 15 

C. Unsatisfactory Soils: Soil Classification Groups GC, SC, CL, ML, OL, CH, MH, OH, and PT 

according to ASTM D 2487 Groups A-2-6, A-2-7, A-4, A-5, A-6, and A-7 according to 

AASHTO M 145, or a combination of these groups. 

1. Unsatisfactory soils also include satisfactory soils not maintained within 2 percent of 

optimum moisture content at time of compaction. 

D. Subbase Material: Naturally or artificially graded mixture of natural or crushed gravel, crushed 

stone, and natural or crushed sand; ASTM D 2940/D 2940M; with at least 90 percent passing a 

1-1/2-inch sieve and not more than 12 percent passing a No. 200 sieve. 

E. Base Course: Naturally or artificially graded mixture of natural or crushed gravel, crushed 

stone, and natural or crushed sand; ASTM D 294/D 2940M 0; with at least 95 percent passing a 

1-1/2-inch sieve and not more than 8 percent passing a No. 200 sieve. 

F. Engineered Fill: Naturally or artificially graded mixture of natural or crushed gravel, crushed 

stone, and natural or crushed sand; ASTM D 2940/D 2940M; with at least 90 percent passing a 

1-1/2-inch sieve and not more than 12 percent passing a No. 200 sieve. 

G. Bedding Course: Naturally or artificially graded mixture of natural or crushed gravel, crushed 

stone, and natural or crushed sand; ASTM D 2940/D 2940M; except with 100 percent passing a 

1-inch sieve and not more than 8 percent passing a No. 200 sieve. 

H. Drainage Course: Narrowly graded mixture of crushed stone, or crushed or uncrushed gravel; 

ASTM D 448; coarse-aggregate grading Size 57; with 100 percent passing a 1-1/2-inch sieve 

and zero to 5 percent passing a No. 8 sieve. 

I. Filter Material: Narrowly graded mixture of natural or crushed gravel, or crushed stone and 

natural sand; ASTM D 448; coarse-aggregate grading Size 67; with 100 percent passing a 1-

inch sieve and zero to 5 percent passing a No. 4 sieve. 

J. Sand: ASTM C 33/C 33M; fine aggregate. 
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K. Impervious Fill: Clayey gravel and sand mixture capable of compacting to a dense state. 

2.2 ACCESSORIES 

A. Warning Tape: Acid- and alkali-resistant, polyethylene film warning tape manufactured for 

marking and identifying underground utilities, 6 inches wide and 4 mils thick, continuously 

inscribed with a description of the utility; colored as follows: 

1. Red: Electric. 

2. Yellow: Gas, oil, steam, and dangerous materials. 

3. Orange: Telephone and other communications. 

4. Blue: Water systems. 

5. Green: Sewer systems. 

B. Detectable Warning Tape: Acid- and alkali-resistant, polyethylene film warning tape 

manufactured for marking and identifying underground utilities, a minimum of 6 inches wide 

and 4 mils thick, continuously inscribed with a description of the utility, with metallic core 

encased in a protective jacket for corrosion protection, detectable by metal detector when tape is 

buried up to 30 inches deep; colored as follows: 

1. Red: Electric. 

2. Yellow: Gas, oil, steam, and dangerous materials. 

3. Orange: Telephone and other communications. 

4. Blue: Water systems. 

5. Green: Sewer systems. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 PREPARATION 

A. Protect structures, utilities, sidewalks, pavements, and other facilities from damage caused by 

settlement, lateral movement, undermining, washout, and other hazards created by earth-moving 

operations. 

B. Protect and maintain erosion and sedimentation controls during earth-moving operations. 

C. Protect subgrades and foundation soils from freezing temperatures and frost. Remove temporary 

protection before placing subsequent materials. 

3.2 DEWATERING 

A. Prevent surface water and ground water from entering excavations, from ponding on prepared 

subgrades, and from flooding Project site and surrounding area. 

B. Protect subgrades from softening, undermining, washout, and damage by rain or water 

accumulation. 
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1. Reroute surface water runoff away from excavated areas. Do not allow water to 

accumulate in excavations. Do not use excavated trenches as temporary drainage ditches. 

3.3 EXPLOSIVES 

A. Explosives: Do not use explosives. 

B. Explosives: Obtain written permission from authorities having jurisdiction before bringing 

explosives to Project site or using explosives on Project site. 

1. Perform blasting without damaging adjacent structures, property, or site improvements. 

2. Perform blasting without weakening the bearing capacity of rock subgrade and with the 

least-practicable disturbance to rock to remain. 

3.4 EXCAVATION, GENERAL 

A. Unclassified Excavation: Excavate to subgrade elevations regardless of the character of surface 

and subsurface conditions encountered. Unclassified excavated materials may include rock, soil 

materials, and obstructions. No changes in the Contract Sum or the Contract Time will be 

authorized for rock excavation or removal of obstructions. 

1. If excavated materials intended for fill and backfill include unsatisfactory soil materials 

and rock, replace with satisfactory soil materials. 

B. Classified Excavation: Excavate to subgrade elevations. Material to be excavated will be 

classified as earth and rock. Do not excavate rock until it has been classified and cross sectioned 

by Architect. The Contract Sum will be adjusted for rock excavation according to unit prices 

included in the Contract Documents. Changes in the Contract Time may be authorized for rock 

excavation. 

1. Earth excavation includes excavating pavements and obstructions visible on surface; 

underground structures, utilities, and other items indicated to be removed; and soil, 

boulders, and other materials not classified as rock or unauthorized excavation. 

a. Intermittent drilling; blasting, if permitted; ram hammering; or ripping of material 

not classified as rock excavation is earth excavation. 

3.5 EXCAVATION FOR STRUCTURES 

A. Excavate to indicated elevations and dimensions within a tolerance of plus or minus 1 inch. If 

applicable, extend excavations a sufficient distance from structures for placing and removing 

concrete formwork, for installing services and other construction, and for inspections. 

1. Excavations for Footings and Foundations: Do not disturb bottom of excavation. 

Excavate by hand to final grade just before placing concrete reinforcement. Trim bottoms 

to required lines and grades to leave solid base to receive other work. 
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2. Pile Foundations: Stop excavations 6 to 12 inches above bottom of pile cap before piles 

are placed. After piles have been driven, remove loose and displaced material. Excavate 

to final grade, leaving solid base to receive concrete pile caps. 

3. Excavation for Underground Tanks, Basins, and Mechanical or Electrical Utility 

Structures: Excavate to elevations and dimensions indicated within a tolerance of plus or 

minus 1 inch. Do not disturb bottom of excavations intended as bearing surfaces. 

B. Excavations at Edges of Tree- and Plant-Protection Zones: 

1. Excavate by hand or with an air spade to indicated lines, cross sections, elevations, and 

subgrades. If excavating by hand, use narrow-tine spading forks to comb soil and expose 

roots. Do not break, tear, or chop exposed roots. Do not use mechanical equipment that 

rips, tears, or pulls roots. 

2. Cut and protect roots according to requirements in Section 015639 "Temporary Tree and 

Plant Protection." 

3.6 EXCAVATION FOR WALKS AND PAVEMENTS 

A. Excavate surfaces under walks and pavements to indicated lines, cross sections, elevations, and 

subgrades. 

3.7 EXCAVATION FOR UTILITY TRENCHES 

A. Excavate trenches to indicated gradients, lines, depths, and elevations. 

1. Beyond building perimeter, excavate trenches to allow installation of top of pipe below 

frost line. 

B. Excavate trenches to uniform widths to provide the following clearance on each side of pipe or 

conduit. Excavate trench walls vertically from trench bottom to 12 inches higher than top of 

pipe or conduit unless otherwise indicated. 

1. Clearance:  12 inches each side of pipe or conduit. 

C. Trench Bottoms: Excavate and shape trench bottoms to provide uniform bearing and support of 

pipes and conduit. Shape subgrade to provide continuous support for bells, joints, and barrels of 

pipes and for joints, fittings, and bodies of conduits. Remove projecting stones and sharp 

objects along trench subgrade. 

1. For pipes and conduit less than 6 inches in nominal diameter, hand-excavate trench 

bottoms and support pipe and conduit on an undisturbed subgrade. 

2. For pipes and conduit 6 inches or larger in nominal diameter, shape bottom of trench to 

support bottom 90 degrees of pipe or conduit circumference. Fill depressions with 

tamped sand backfill. 

3. For flat-bottomed, multiple-duct conduit units, hand-excavate trench bottoms and support 

conduit on an undisturbed subgrade. 

4. Excavate trenches 6 inches deeper than elevation required in rock or other unyielding 

bearing material to allow for bedding course. 
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D. Trench Bottoms: Excavate trenches 4 inches deeper than bottom of pipe and conduit elevations 

to allow for bedding course. Hand-excavate deeper for bells of pipe. 

1. Excavate trenches 6 inches deeper than elevation required in rock or other unyielding 

bearing material to allow for bedding course. 

E. Trenches in Tree- and Plant-Protection Zones: 

1. Hand-excavate to indicated lines, cross sections, elevations, and subgrades. Use narrow-

tine spading forks to comb soil and expose roots. Do not break, tear, or chop exposed 

roots. Do not use mechanical equipment that rips, tears, or pulls roots. 

2. Do not cut main lateral roots or taproots; cut only smaller roots that interfere with 

installation of utilities. 

3. Cut and protect roots according to requirements in Section 015639 "Temporary Tree and 

Plant Protection." 

3.8 SUBGRADE INSPECTION 

A. Notify Architect when excavations have reached required subgrade. 

B. If Architect determines that unsatisfactory soil is present, continue excavation and replace with 

compacted backfill or fill material as directed. 

C. Authorized additional excavation and replacement material will be paid for according to 

Contract provisions for changes in the Work. 

D. Reconstruct subgrades damaged by freezing temperatures, frost, rain, accumulated water, or 

construction activities, as directed by Architect, without additional compensation. 

3.9 UNAUTHORIZED EXCAVATION 

A. Fill unauthorized excavation under foundations or wall footings by extending bottom elevation 

of concrete foundation or footing to excavation bottom, without altering top elevation. Lean 

concrete fill, with 28-day compressive strength of 2500 psi, may be used when approved by 

Architect. 

1. Fill unauthorized excavations under other construction, pipe, or conduit as directed by 

Architect. 

3.10 STORAGE OF SOIL MATERIALS 

A. Stockpile borrow soil materials and excavated satisfactory soil materials without intermixing. 

Place, grade, and shape stockpiles to drain surface water. Cover to prevent windblown dust. 

1. Stockpile soil materials away from edge of excavations. Do not store within drip line of 

remaining trees. 
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3.11 BACKFILL 

A. Place and compact backfill in excavations promptly, but not before completing the following: 

1. Construction below finish grade including, where applicable, subdrainage, dampproofing, 

waterproofing, and perimeter insulation. 

2. Surveying locations of underground utilities for Record Documents. 

3. Testing and inspecting underground utilities. 

4. Removing concrete formwork. 

5. Removing trash and debris. 

6. Removing temporary shoring, bracing, and sheeting. 

7. Installing permanent or temporary horizontal bracing on horizontally supported walls. 

B. Place backfill on subgrades free of mud, frost, snow, or ice. 

3.12 UTILITY TRENCH BACKFILL 

A. Place backfill on subgrades free of mud, frost, snow, or ice. 

B. Place and compact bedding course on trench bottoms and where indicated. Shape bedding 

course to provide continuous support for bells, joints, and barrels of pipes and for joints, 

fittings, and bodies of conduits. 

C. Trenches under Footings: Backfill trenches excavated under footings and within 18 inches of 

bottom of footings with satisfactory soil; fill with concrete to elevation of bottom of footings. 

Concrete is specified in Section 033000 "Cast-in-Place Concrete." 

D. Backfill voids with satisfactory soil while removing shoring and bracing. 

E. Initial Backfill: 

1. Soil Backfill: Place and compact initial backfill of subbase material, free of particles 

larger than 1 inch in any dimension, to a height of 12 inches over the pipe or conduit. 

a. Carefully compact initial backfill under pipe haunches and compact evenly up on 

both sides and along the full length of piping or conduit to avoid damage or 

displacement of piping or conduit. Coordinate backfilling with utilities testing. 

2. Controlled Low-Strength Material: Place initial backfill of controlled low-strength 

material to a height of 12 inches over the pipe or conduit. Coordinate backfilling with 

utilities testing. 

F. Final Backfill: 

1. Soil Backfill: Place and compact final backfill of satisfactory soil to final subgrade 

elevation. 

2. Controlled Low-Strength Material: Place final backfill of controlled low-strength 

material to final subgrade elevation. 
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G. Warning Tape: Install warning tape directly above utilities, 12 inches below finished grade, 

except 6 inches below subgrade under pavements and slabs. 

3.13 SOIL FILL 

A. Plow, scarify, bench, or break up sloped surfaces steeper than 1 vertical to 4 horizontal so fill 

material will bond with existing material. 

B. Place and compact fill material in layers to required elevations as follows: 

1. Under grass and planted areas, use satisfactory soil material. 

2. Under walks and pavements, use satisfactory soil material. 

3. Under steps and ramps, use engineered fill. 

4. Under building slabs, use engineered fill. 

5. Under footings and foundations, use engineered fill. 

C. Place soil fill on subgrades free of mud, frost, snow, or ice. 

3.14 SOIL MOISTURE CONTROL 

A. Uniformly moisten or aerate subgrade and each subsequent fill or backfill soil layer before 

compaction to within 2 percent of optimum moisture content. 

1. Do not place backfill or fill soil material on surfaces that are muddy, frozen, or contain 

frost or ice. 

2. Remove and replace, or scarify and air dry, otherwise satisfactory soil material that 

exceeds optimum moisture content by 2 percent and is too wet to compact to specified 

dry unit weight. 

3.15 COMPACTION OF SOIL BACKFILLS AND FILLS 

A. Place backfill and fill soil materials in layers not more than 6” in loose depth for material 

compacted by heavy compaction equipment and not more than 4 inches in loose depth for 

material compacted by hand-operated tampers. 

B. Place backfill and fill soil materials evenly on all sides of structures to required elevations and 

uniformly along the full length of each structure. 

C. Compact soil materials to not less than the following percentages of maximum dry unit weight 

according to ASTM D 698: 

1. Under structures, building slabs, steps, and pavements, scarify and recompact top 12 

inches of existing subgrade and each layer of backfill or fill soil material at 95 percent. 

2. Under walkways, scarify and recompact top 6 inches below subgrade and compact each 

layer of backfill or fill soil material at 95 percent. 

3. Under turf or unpaved areas, scarify and recompact top 6 inches below subgrade and 

compact each layer of backfill or fill soil material at 85 percent. 
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4. For utility trenches, compact each layer of initial and final backfill soil material at 95 

percent. 

3.16 GRADING 

A. General: Uniformly grade areas to a smooth surface, free of irregular surface changes. Comply 

with compaction requirements and grade to cross sections, lines, and elevations indicated. 

1. Provide a smooth transition between adjacent existing grades and new grades. 

2. Cut out soft spots, fill low spots, and trim high spots to comply with required surface 

tolerances. 

B. Site Rough Grading: Slope grades to direct water away from buildings and to prevent ponding. 

Finish subgrades to elevations required to achieve indicated finish elevations, within the 

following subgrade tolerances: 

1. Turf or Unpaved Areas: Plus or minus 1 inch. 

2. Walks: Plus or minus 1 inch. 

3. Pavements: Plus or minus 1/2 inch. 

C. Grading inside Building Lines: Finish subgrade to a tolerance of 1/2 inch when tested with a 10-

foot straightedge. 

3.17 SUBBASE AND BASE COURSES UNDER PAVEMENTS AND WALKS 

A. Place subbase course and base course on subgrades free of mud, frost, snow, or ice. 

B. On prepared subgrade, place subbase course and base course under pavements and walks as 

follows: 

1. Place base course material over subbase course under hot-mix asphalt pavement. 

2. Shape subbase course and base course to required crown elevations and cross-slope 

grades. 

3. Place subbase course and base course 6 inches or less in compacted thickness in a single 

layer. 

4. Place subbase course and base course that exceeds 6 inches in compacted thickness in 

layers of equal thickness, with no compacted layer more than 6 inches thick or less than 3 

inches thick. 

5. Compact subbase course and base course at optimum moisture content to required grades, 

lines, cross sections, and thickness to not less than per drawings. 

3.18 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Special Inspections: Owner will engage a qualified special inspector to perform the following 

special inspections: 

1. Determine prior to placement of fill that site has been prepared in compliance with 

requirements. 
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2. Determine that fill material classification and maximum lift thickness comply with 

requirements. 

3. Determine, during placement and compaction, that in-place density of compacted fill 

complies with requirements. 

B. Testing Agency: Owner will engage a qualified geotechnical engineering testing agency to 

perform tests and inspections. 

C. Allow testing agency to inspect and test subgrades and each fill or backfill layer. Proceed with 

subsequent earth moving only after test results for previously completed work comply with 

requirements. 

D. Footing Subgrade: At footing subgrades, at least one test of each soil stratum will be performed 

to verify design bearing capacities. Subsequent verification and approval of other footing 

subgrades may be based on a visual comparison of subgrade with tested subgrade when 

approved by Architect. 

E. Testing agency will test compaction of soils in place according to ASTM D 1556, 

ASTM D 2167, ASTM D 2937, and ASTM D 6938, as applicable. Tests will be performed at 

the following locations and frequencies: 

1. Paved and Building Slab Areas: At subgrade and at each compacted fill and backfill 

layer, at least one test for every 2000 sq. ft. or less of paved area or building slab but in 

no case fewer than three tests. 

2. Trench Backfill: At each compacted initial and final backfill layer, at least one test for 

every 50 feet or less of trench length but no fewer than two tests. 

F. When testing agency reports that subgrades, fills, or backfills have not achieved degree of 

compaction specified, scarify and moisten or aerate, or remove and replace soil materials to 

depth required; recompact and retest until specified compaction is obtained. 

3.19 PROTECTION 

A. Protecting Graded Areas: Protect newly graded areas from traffic, freezing, and erosion. Keep 

free of trash and debris. 

B. Repair and reestablish grades to specified tolerances where completed or partially completed 

surfaces become eroded, rutted, settled, or where they lose compaction due to subsequent 

construction operations or weather conditions. 

1. Scarify or remove and replace soil material to depth as directed by Architect; reshape and 

recompact. 

C. Where settling occurs before Project correction period elapses, remove finished surfacing, 

backfill with additional soil material, compact, and reconstruct surfacing. 

1. Restore appearance, quality, and condition of finished surfacing to match adjacent work, 

and eliminate evidence of restoration to greatest extent possible. 
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3.20 DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS AND WASTE MATERIALS 

A. Remove surplus satisfactory soil and waste materials, including unsatisfactory soil, trash, and 

debris, and legally dispose of them off Owner's property. 

B. Transport surplus satisfactory soil to designated storage areas on Owner's property. Stockpile or 

spread soil as directed by Architect. 

1. Remove waste materials, including unsatisfactory soil, trash, and debris, and legally 

dispose of them off Owner's property. 

END OF SECTION 312000 
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SECTION 321216 - ASPHALT PAVING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Cold milling of existing asphalt pavement. 

2. Hot-mix asphalt patching. 

3. Hot-mix asphalt paving. 

4. Hot-mix asphalt overlay. 

5. Asphalt curbs. 

6. Asphalt traffic-calming devices. 

7. Asphalt surface treatments. 

1.3 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS 

A. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct conference at Project site. 

1. Review methods and procedures related to hot-mix asphalt paving including, but not 

limited to, the following: 

a. Review proposed sources of paving materials, including capabilities and location 

of plant that will manufacture hot-mix asphalt. 

b. Review requirements for protecting paving work, including restriction of traffic 

during installation period and for remainder of construction period. 

1.4 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 

1. Include technical data and tested physical and performance properties. 

2. Job-Mix Designs: Certification, by authorities having jurisdiction, of approval of each job 

mix proposed for the Work. 

3. Job-Mix Designs: For each job mix proposed for the Work. 
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1.5 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Qualification Data: For manufacturer. 

B. Material Certificates: For each paving material. 

C. Material Test Reports: For each paving material, by a qualified testing agency. 

D. Field quality-control reports. 

1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  A paving-mix manufacturer registered with and approved by 

authorities having jurisdiction or the DOT of state in which Project is located. 

B. Testing Agency Qualifications: Qualified according to ASTM D 3666 for testing indicated. 

C. Regulatory Requirements: Comply with materials, workmanship, and other applicable 

requirements of of CALTRANS for asphalt paving work. 

1. Measurement and payment provisions and safety program submittals included in standard 

specifications do not apply to this Section. 

1.7 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Environmental Limitations: Do not apply asphalt materials if subgrade is wet or excessively 

damp, if rain is imminent or expected before time required for adequate cure, or if the following 

conditions are not met: 

1. Prime Coat: Minimum surface temperature of 60 deg F (15.6 deg C). 

2. Tack Coat: Minimum surface temperature of 60 deg F (15.6 deg C). 

3. Slurry Coat: Comply with weather limitations in ASTM D 3910. 

4. Asphalt Base Course: Minimum surface temperature of 40 deg F (4.4 deg C) and rising at 

time of placement. 

5. Asphalt Surface Course: Minimum surface temperature of 60 deg F (15.6 deg C) at time 

of placement. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 MIXES 

A. Asphalt concrete shall be hot bituminous plant mix (commercial source) per CALTRANS 3/4 

inch maximum (medium) PG 64-16, type b. 
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PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Verify that subgrade is dry and in suitable condition to begin paving. 

B. Compact all grade and subgrade to 95% relative compaction 

1. Excavate soft spots, unsatisfactory soils, and areas of excessive pumping or rutting, as 

determined by Architect, and replace with compacted backfill or fill as directed. 

C. Proceed with paving only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

3.2 PATCHING 

A. Asphalt Pavement: Saw cut perimeter of patch and excavate existing pavement section to sound 

base. Excavate rectangular or trapezoidal patches, extending 12 inches (300 mm) into perimeter 

of adjacent sound pavement, unless otherwise indicated. Cut excavation faces vertically. 

Remove excavated material. Recompact existing unbound-aggregate base course to form new 

subgrade. 

1. Pump hot undersealing asphalt under rocking slab until slab is stabilized or, if necessary, 

crack slab into pieces and roll to reseat pieces firmly. 

2. Remove disintegrated or badly cracked pavement. Excavate rectangular or trapezoidal 

patches, extending into perimeter of adjacent sound pavement, unless otherwise 

indicated. Cut excavation faces vertically. Recompact existing unbound-aggregate base 

course to form new subgrade. 

B. Placing Patch Material: Fill excavated pavement areas with hot-mix asphalt base mix for full 

thickness of patch and, while still hot, compact flush with adjacent surface. 

C. Placing Patch Material: Partially fill excavated pavements with hot-mix asphalt base mix and, 

while still hot, compact. Cover asphalt base course with compacted, hot-mix surface layer 

finished flush with adjacent surfaces. 

3.3 SURFACE PREPARATION 

A. General: Immediately before placing asphalt materials, remove loose and deleterious material 

from substrate surfaces. Ensure that prepared subgrade is ready to receive paving. 

B. Herbicide Treatment: Apply herbicide according to manufacturer's recommended rates and 

written application instructions. Apply to dry, prepared subgrade or surface of compacted-

aggregate base before applying paving materials. 

1. Mix herbicide with prime coat if formulated by manufacturer for that purpose. 
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C. Cutback Prime Coat: Apply uniformly over surface of compacted unbound-aggregate base 

course at a rate of 0.15 to 0.50 gal./sq. yd. (0.7 to 2.3 L/sq. m). Apply enough material to 

penetrate and seal, but not flood, surface. Allow prime coat to cure. 

1. If prime coat is not entirely absorbed within 24 hours after application, spread sand over 

surface to blot excess asphalt. Use enough sand to prevent pickup under traffic. Remove 

loose sand by sweeping before pavement is placed and after volatiles have evaporated. 

2. Protect primed substrate from damage until ready to receive paving. 

D. Emulsified Asphalt Prime Coat: Apply uniformly over surface of compacted unbound-aggregate 

base course at a rate of 0.10 to 0.30 gal./sq. yd. per inch depth (0.5 to 1.40 L/sq. m per 25 mm 

depth). Apply enough material to penetrate and seal, but not flood, surface. Allow prime coat to 

cure. 

1. If prime coat is not entirely absorbed within 24 hours after application, spread sand over 

surface to blot excess asphalt. Use enough sand to prevent pickup under traffic. Remove 

loose sand by sweeping before pavement is placed and after volatiles have evaporated. 

2. Protect primed substrate from damage until ready to receive paving. 

E. Tack Coat: Apply uniformly to surfaces of existing pavement at a rate of 0.05 to 0.15 gal./sq. 

yd. (0.2 to 0.7 L/sq. m). 

1. Allow tack coat to cure undisturbed before applying hot-mix asphalt paving. 

2. Avoid smearing or staining adjoining surfaces, appurtenances, and surroundings. Remove 

spillages and clean affected surfaces. 

3.4 PLACING HOT-MIX ASPHALT 

A. Machine place hot-mix asphalt on prepared surface, spread uniformly, and strike off. Place 

asphalt mix by hand in areas inaccessible to equipment in a manner that prevents segregation of 

mix. Place each course to required grade, cross section, and thickness when compacted. 

1. Place hot-mix asphalt base course in number of lifts and thicknesses indicated. 

2. Place hot-mix asphalt surface course in single lift. 

3. Spread mix at a minimum temperature of 250 deg F (121 deg C). 

4. Begin applying mix along centerline of crown for crowned sections and on high side of 

one-way slopes unless otherwise indicated. 

5. Regulate paver machine speed to obtain smooth, continuous surface free of pulls and 

tears in asphalt-paving mat. 

B. Place paving in consecutive strips not less than 10 feet (3 m) wide unless infill edge strips of a 

lesser width are required. 

1. After first strip has been placed and rolled, place succeeding strips and extend rolling to 

overlap previous strips. Overlap mix placement about 1 to 1-1/2 inches (25 to 38 mm) 

from strip to strip to ensure proper compaction of mix along longitudinal joints. 

2. Complete a section of asphalt base course before placing asphalt surface course. 
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C. Promptly correct surface irregularities in paving course behind paver. Use suitable hand tools to 

remove excess material forming high spots. Fill depressions with hot-mix asphalt to prevent 

segregation of mix; use suitable hand tools to smooth surface. 

3.5 JOINTS 

A. Construct joints to ensure a continuous bond between adjoining paving sections. Construct 

joints free of depressions, with same texture and smoothness as other sections of hot-mix 

asphalt course. 

1. Clean contact surfaces and apply tack coat to joints. 

2. Offset longitudinal joints, in successive courses, a minimum of 6 inches (150 mm). 

3. Offset transverse joints, in successive courses, a minimum of 24 inches (600 mm). 

4. Compact joints as soon as hot-mix asphalt will bear roller weight without excessive 

displacement. 

5. Compact asphalt at joints to a density within 2 percent of specified course density. 

3.6 COMPACTION 

A. General: Begin compaction as soon as placed hot-mix paving will bear roller weight without 

excessive displacement. Compact hot-mix paving with hot, hand tampers or with vibratory-plate 

compactors in areas inaccessible to rollers. 

1. Complete compaction before mix temperature cools to 185 deg F (85 deg C). 

B. Breakdown Rolling: Complete breakdown or initial rolling immediately after rolling joints and 

outside edge. Examine surface immediately after breakdown rolling for indicated crown, grade, 

and smoothness. Correct laydown and rolling operations to comply with requirements. 

C. Intermediate Rolling: Begin intermediate rolling immediately after breakdown rolling while 

hot-mix asphalt is still hot enough to achieve specified density. Continue rolling until hot-mix 

asphalt course has been uniformly compacted to the following density: 

1. Average Density: 95 percent of reference laboratory density according to ASTM D 6927, 

but not less than 94 percent or greater than 100 percent. 

2. Average Density: 92 percent of reference maximum theoretical density according to 

ASTM D 2041, but not less than 90 percent or greater than 96 percent. 

D. Finish Rolling: Finish roll paved surfaces to remove roller marks while hot-mix asphalt is still 

warm. 

E. Edge Shaping: While surface is being compacted and finished, trim edges of pavement to 

proper alignment. Bevel edges while asphalt is still hot; compact thoroughly. 

F. Repairs: Remove paved areas that are defective or contaminated with foreign materials and 

replace with fresh, hot-mix asphalt. Compact by rolling to specified density and surface 

smoothness. 
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G. Protection: After final rolling, do not permit vehicular traffic on pavement until it has cooled 

and hardened. 

H. Erect barricades to protect paving from traffic until mixture has cooled enough not to become 

marked. 

3.7 INSTALLATION TOLERANCES 

A. Pavement Thickness: Compact each course to produce the thickness indicated within the 

following tolerances: 

1. Base Course: Plus or minus 1/2 inch (13 mm). 

2. Surface Course: Plus 1/4 inch (6 mm), no minus. 

B. Pavement Surface Smoothness: Compact each course to produce a surface smoothness within 

the following tolerances as determined by using a 10-foot (3-m) straightedge applied 

transversely or longitudinally to paved areas: 

1. Base Course:  1/4 inch (6 mm). 

2. Surface Course:  1/8 inch (3 mm). 

3. Crowned Surfaces: Test with crowned template centered and at right angle to crown. 

Maximum allowable variance from template is 1/4 inch (6 mm). 

C. Asphalt Traffic-Calming Devices: Compact and form asphalt to produce the contour indicated 

and within a tolerance of plus or minus 1/8 inch (3 mm) of height indicated above pavement 

surface. 

3.8 SURFACE TREATMENTS 

A. Fog Seals: Apply fog seal at a rate of 0.10 to 0.15 gal./sq. yd. (0.45 to 0.7 L/sq. m) to existing 

asphalt pavement and allow to cure. With fine sand, lightly dust areas receiving excess fog seal. 

B. Slurry Seals: Apply slurry coat in a uniform thickness according to ASTM D 3910 and allow to 

cure. 

1. Roll slurry seal to remove ridges and provide a uniform, smooth surface. 

3.9 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Testing Agency:  Owner will engage a qualified testing agency to perform tests and inspections. 

B. Thickness: In-place compacted thickness of hot-mix asphalt courses will be determined 

according to ASTM D 3549. 

C. Surface Smoothness: Finished surface of each hot-mix asphalt course will be tested for 

compliance with smoothness tolerances. 
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D. Asphalt Traffic-Calming Devices: Finished height of traffic-calming devices above pavement 

will be measured for compliance with tolerances. 

E. In-Place Density: Testing agency will take samples of uncompacted paving mixtures and 

compacted pavement according to ASTM D 979. 

1. Reference maximum theoretical density will be determined by averaging results from 

four samples of hot-mix asphalt-paving mixture delivered daily to site, prepared 

according to ASTM D 2041, and compacted according to job-mix specifications. 

2. In-place density of compacted pavement will be determined by testing core samples 

according to ASTM D 1188 or ASTM D 2726. 

a. One core sample will be taken for every 1000 sq. yd. (836 sq. m) or less of 

installed pavement, with no fewer than three cores taken. 

b. Field density of in-place compacted pavement may also be determined by nuclear 

method according to ASTM D 2950 and correlated with ASTM D 1188 or 

ASTM D 2726. 

F. Replace and compact hot-mix asphalt where core tests were taken. 

G. Remove and replace or install additional hot-mix asphalt where test results or measurements 

indicate that it does not comply with specified requirements. 

3.10 WASTE HANDLING 

A. General: Handle asphalt-paving waste according to approved waste management plan required 

in Section 017419 "Construction Waste Management and Disposal." 

END OF SECTION 321216 
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SECTION 321313 - CONCRETE PAVING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes Concrete Paving Including the Following: 

1. Driveways. 

2. Walks. 

B. Related Requirements:  

1. Section 033000 "Cast-in-Place Concrete" for general building applications of concrete. 

2. Section 321726 "Tactile Warning Surfacing" for detectable warning. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. Cementitious Materials: Portland cement alone or in combination with one or more of blended 

hydraulic cement, fly ash, slag cement, and other pozzolans. 

B. W/C Ratio: The ratio by weight of water to cementitious materials. 

1.4 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS 

A. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct conference at Project site. 

1. Review methods and procedures related to concrete paving, including but not limited to, 

the following: 

a. Concrete mixture design. 

b. Quality control of concrete materials and concrete paving construction practices. 

2. Require representatives of each entity directly concerned with concrete paving to attend, 

including the following: 

a. Contractor's superintendent. 

b. Independent testing agency responsible for concrete design mixtures. 

c. Ready-mix concrete manufacturer. 

d. Concrete paving Subcontractor. 
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e. Manufacturer's representative of stamped concrete paving system used for stamped 

detectable warnings. 

1.5 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 

B. Samples for Initial Selection: For each type of product, ingredient, or admixture requiring color 

selection. 

C. Design Mixtures: For each concrete paving mixture. Include alternate design mixtures when 

characteristics of materials, Project conditions, weather, test results, or other circumstances 

warrant adjustments. 

1.6 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Material Certificates: For the following, from manufacturer: 

1. Cementitious materials. 

2. Steel reinforcement and reinforcement accessories. 

3. Fiber reinforcement. 

4. Admixtures. 

5. Curing compounds. 

6. Applied finish materials. 

7. Bonding agent or epoxy adhesive. 

8. Joint fillers. 

B. Material Test Reports: For each of the following: 

1. Aggregates: Include service-record data indicating absence of deleterious expansion of 

concrete due to alkali-aggregate reactivity. 

C. Field quality-control reports. 

1.7 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Stamped Detectable Warning Installer Qualifications: An employer of workers trained and 

approved by manufacturer of stamped concrete paving systems. 

B. Ready-Mix-Concrete Manufacturer Qualifications: A firm experienced in manufacturing ready-

mixed concrete products and that complies with ASTM C 94/C 94M requirements for 

production facilities and equipment. 

1. Manufacturer certified according to NRMCA's "Certification of Ready Mixed Concrete 

Production Facilities" (Quality Control Manual - Section 3, "Plant Certification 

Checklist"). 
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C. Testing Agency Qualifications: Qualified according to ASTM C 1077 and ASTM E 329 for 

testing indicated. 

1. Personnel conducting field tests shall be qualified as ACI Concrete Field Testing 

Technician, Grade 1, according to ACI CP-1 or an equivalent certification program. 

1.8 PRECONSTRUCTION TESTING 

A. Preconstruction Testing Service: Engage a qualified independent testing agency to perform 

preconstruction testing on concrete paving mixtures. 

1.9 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Traffic Control: Maintain access for vehicular and pedestrian traffic as required for other 

construction activities. 

B. Cold-Weather Concrete Placement: Protect concrete work from physical damage or reduced 

strength that could be caused by frost, freezing, or low temperatures. Comply with ACI 306.1 

and the following: 

1. When air temperature has fallen to or is expected to fall below 40 deg F (4.4 deg C), 

uniformly heat water and aggregates before mixing to obtain a concrete mixture 

temperature of not less than 50 deg F (10 deg C) and not more than 80 deg F (27 deg C) 

at point of placement. 

2. Do not use frozen materials or materials containing ice or snow. 

3. Do not use calcium chloride, salt, or other materials containing antifreeze agents or 

chemical accelerators unless otherwise specified and approved in design mixtures. 

C. Hot-Weather Concrete Placement: Comply with ACI 301 (ACI 301M) and as follows when hot-

weather conditions exist: 

1. Cool ingredients before mixing to maintain concrete temperature below 90 deg F (32 

deg C) at time of placement. Chilled mixing water or chopped ice may be used to control 

temperature, provided water equivalent of ice is calculated in total amount of mixing 

water. Using liquid nitrogen to cool concrete is Contractor's option. 

2. Cover steel reinforcement with water-soaked burlap, so steel temperature will not exceed 

ambient air temperature immediately before embedding in concrete. 

3. Fog-spray forms, steel reinforcement, and subgrade just before placing concrete. Keep 

subgrade moisture uniform without standing water, soft spots, or dry areas. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 CONCRETE, GENERAL 

A. ACI Publications: Comply with ACI 301 (ACI 301M) unless otherwise indicated. 
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2.2 FORMS 

A. Form Materials: Plywood, metal, metal-framed plywood, or other approved panel-type 

materials to provide full-depth, continuous, straight, and smooth exposed surfaces. 

1. Use flexible or uniformly curved forms for curves with a radius of 100 feet (30.5 m) or 

less. 

B. Form-Release Agent: Commercially formulated form-release agent that will not bond with, 

stain, or adversely affect concrete surfaces and that will not impair subsequent treatments of 

concrete surfaces. 

2.3 STEEL REINFORCEMENT 

A. Reinforcing Bars: ASTM A 615/A 615M, Grade 60 (Grade 420); deformed. 

B. Bar Supports: Bolsters, chairs, spacers, and other devices for spacing, supporting, and fastening 

reinforcing bars, welded-wire reinforcement, and dowels in place. Manufacture bar supports 

according to CRSI's "Manual of Standard Practice" from steel wire, plastic, or precast concrete 

of greater compressive strength than concrete specified, and as follows: 

1. Equip wire bar supports with sand plates or horizontal runners where base material will 

not support chair legs. 

2. For epoxy-coated reinforcement, use epoxy-coated or other dielectric-polymer-coated 

wire bar supports. 

C. Epoxy Repair Coating: Liquid, two-part, epoxy repair coating, compatible with epoxy coating 

on reinforcement. 

D. Zinc Repair Material: ASTM A 780/A 780M. 

2.4 CONCRETE MATERIALS 

A. Cementitious Materials: Use the following cementitious materials, of same type, brand, and 

source throughout Project: 

1. Portland Cement: ASTM C 150/C 150M, white portland cement Type I/II. 

2. Fly Ash: ASTM C 618, Class C or Class F. 

3. Slag Cement: ASTM C 989/C 989M, Grade 100 or 120. 

4. Blended Hydraulic Cement: ASTM C 595/C 595M, cement. 

B. Normal-Weight Aggregates: ASTM C 33/C 33M,, uniformly graded. Provide aggregates from a 

single source. 

1. Maximum Coarse-Aggregate Size:  1 inch (25 mm) nominal. 

2. Fine Aggregate: Free of materials with deleterious reactivity to alkali in cement. 

C. Air-Entraining Admixture: ASTM C 260/C 260M. 
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D. Chemical Admixtures: Admixtures certified by manufacturer to be compatible with other 

admixtures and to contain not more than 0.1 percent water-soluble chloride ions by mass of 

cementitious material. 

1. Water-Reducing Admixture: ASTM C 494/C 494M, Type A. 

2. Retarding Admixture: ASTM C 494/C 494M, Type B. 

3. Water-Reducing and Retarding Admixture: ASTM C 494/C 494M, Type D. 

4. High-Range, Water-Reducing Admixture: ASTM C 494/C 494M, Type F. 

5. High-Range, Water-Reducing and Retarding Admixture: ASTM C 494/C 494M, Type G. 

6. Plasticizing and Retarding Admixture: ASTM C 1017/C 1017M, Type II. 

E. Water: Potable and complying with ASTM C 94/C 94M. 

2.5 CURING MATERIALS 

A. Clear, Waterborne, Membrane-Forming Curing Compound: ASTM C 309, Type 1, Class B, 

dissipating. 

2.6 RELATED MATERIALS 

A. Joint Fillers:  ASTM D 1752, cork or self-expanding cork in preformed strips. 

B. Slip-Resistive Aggregate Finish: Factory-graded, packaged, rustproof, nonglazing, abrasive 

aggregate of fused aluminum-oxide granules or crushed emery aggregate containing not less 

than 50 percent aluminum oxide and not less than 20 percent ferric oxide; unaffected by 

freezing, moisture, and cleaning materials. 

C. Bonding Agent: ASTM C 1059/C 1059M, Type II, non-redispersible, acrylic emulsion or 

styrene butadiene. 

D. Epoxy-Bonding Adhesive: ASTM C 881/C 881M, two-component epoxy resin capable of 

humid curing and bonding to damp surfaces; of class suitable for application temperature, of 

grade complying with requirements, and of the following types: 

2.7 CONCRETE MIXTURES 

A. Prepare design mixtures, proportioned according to ACI 301 (ACI 301M), for each type and 

strength of normal-weight concrete, and as determined by either laboratory trial mixtures or 

field experience. 

1. Use a qualified independent testing agency for preparing and reporting proposed concrete 

design mixtures for the trial batch method. 

2. When automatic machine placement is used, determine design mixtures and obtain 

laboratory test results that comply with or exceed requirements. 

B. Limit water-soluble, chloride-ion content in hardened concrete to 0.15 percent by weight of 

cement. 
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C. Chemical Admixtures: Use admixtures according to manufacturer's written instructions. 

1. Use water-reducing admixture high-range, water-reducing admixture high-range, water-

reducing and retarding admixture plasticizing and retarding admixture in concrete as 

required for placement and workability. 

2. Use water-reducing and retarding admixture when required by high temperatures, low 

humidity, or other adverse placement conditions. 

D. Concrete Mixtures: Normal-weight concrete. 

1. Compressive Strength (28 Days):  4000 psi (27.6 MPa). 

2. Maximum W/C Ratio at Point of Placement:  0.45. 

3. Slump Limit:  4 inches (100 mm), plus or minus 1 inch (25 mm). 

2.8 CONCRETE MIXING 

A. Ready-Mixed Concrete: Measure, batch, and mix concrete materials and concrete according to 

ASTM C 94/C 94M. Furnish batch certificates for each batch discharged and used in the Work. 

1. When air temperature is between 85 and 90 deg F (30 and 32 deg C), reduce mixing and 

delivery time from 1-1/2 hours to 75 minutes; when air temperature is above 90 deg F (32 

deg C), reduce mixing and delivery time to 60 minutes. 

B. Project-Site Mixing: Measure, batch, and mix concrete materials and concrete according to 

ASTM C 94/C 94M. Mix concrete materials in appropriate drum-type batch machine mixer. 

1. For concrete batches of 1 cu. yd. (0.76 cu. m) or smaller, continue mixing at least 1-1/2 

minutes, but not more than 5 minutes after ingredients are in mixer, before any part of 

batch is released. 

2. For concrete batches larger than 1 cu. yd. (0.76 cu. m), increase mixing time by 15 

seconds for each additional 1 cu. yd. (0.76 cu. m). 

3. Provide batch ticket for each batch discharged and used in the Work, indicating Project 

identification name and number, date, mixture type, mixing time, quantity, and amount of 

water added. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Examine exposed subgrades and subbase surfaces for compliance with requirements for 

dimensional, grading, and elevation tolerances. 

B. Proof-roll prepared subbase surface below concrete paving to identify soft pockets and areas of 

excess yielding. 

C. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 
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3.2 PREPARATION 

A. Remove loose material from compacted subbase surface immediately before placing concrete. 

3.3 EDGE FORMS AND SCREED CONSTRUCTION 

A. Set, brace, and secure edge forms, bulkheads, and intermediate screed guides to required lines, 

grades, and elevations. Install forms to allow continuous progress of work and so forms can 

remain in place at least 24 hours after concrete placement. 

B. Clean forms after each use and coat with form-release agent to ensure separation from concrete 

without damage. 

3.4 STEEL REINFORCEMENT INSTALLATION 

A. General: Comply with CRSI's "Manual of Standard Practice" for fabricating, placing, and 

supporting reinforcement. 

B. Clean reinforcement of loose rust and mill scale, earth, ice, or other bond-reducing materials. 

C. Arrange, space, and securely tie bars and bar supports to hold reinforcement in position during 

concrete placement. Maintain minimum cover to reinforcement. 

D. Install welded-wire reinforcement in lengths as long as practicable. Lap adjoining pieces at least 

one full mesh, and lace splices with wire. Offset laps of adjoining widths to prevent continuous 

laps in either direction. 

E. Zinc-Coated Reinforcement: Use galvanized-steel wire ties to fasten zinc-coated reinforcement. 

Repair cut and damaged zinc coatings with zinc repair material. 

F. Epoxy-Coated Reinforcement: Use epoxy-coated steel wire ties to fasten epoxy-coated 

reinforcement. Repair cut and damaged epoxy coatings with epoxy repair coating according to 

ASTM D 3963/D 3963M. 

G. Install fabricated bar mats in lengths as long as practicable. Handle units to keep them flat and 

free of distortions. Straighten bends, kinks, and other irregularities, or replace units as required 

before placement. Set mats for a minimum 2-inch (50-mm) overlap of adjacent mats. 

3.5 JOINTS 

A. General: Form construction, isolation, and contraction joints and tool edges true to line, with 

faces perpendicular to surface plane of concrete. Construct transverse joints at right angles to 

centerline unless otherwise indicated. 

1. When joining existing paving, place transverse joints to align with previously placed 

joints unless otherwise indicated. 
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B. Construction Joints: Set construction joints at side and end terminations of paving and at 

locations where paving operations are stopped for more than one-half hour unless paving 

terminates at isolation joints. 

1. Continue steel reinforcement across construction joints unless otherwise indicated. Do 

not continue reinforcement through sides of paving strips unless otherwise indicated. 

2. Provide tie bars at sides of paving strips where indicated. 

3. Butt Joints: Use bonding agent or epoxy-bonding adhesive at joint locations where fresh 

concrete is placed against hardened or partially hardened concrete surfaces. 

4. Keyed Joints: Provide preformed keyway-section forms or bulkhead forms with keys 

unless otherwise indicated. Embed keys at least 1-1/2 inches (38 mm) into concrete. 

5. Doweled Joints: Install dowel bars and support assemblies at joints where indicated. 

Lubricate or coat with asphalt one-half of dowel length to prevent concrete bonding to 

one side of joint. 

C. Isolation Joints: Form isolation joints of preformed joint-filler strips abutting concrete curbs, 

catch basins, manholes, inlets, structures, other fixed objects, and where indicated. 

1. Locate expansion joints at intervals of 50 feet (15.25 m) unless otherwise indicated. 

2. Extend joint fillers full width and depth of joint. 

3. Terminate joint filler not less than 1/2 inch (13 mm) or more than 1 inch (25 mm) below 

finished surface if joint sealant is indicated. 

4. Place top of joint filler flush with finished concrete surface if joint sealant is not 

indicated. 

5. Furnish joint fillers in one-piece lengths. Where more than one length is required, lace or 

clip joint-filler sections together. 

6. During concrete placement, protect top edge of joint filler with metal, plastic, or other 

temporary preformed cap. Remove protective cap after concrete has been placed on both 

sides of joint. 

D. Contraction Joints: Form weakened-plane contraction joints, sectioning concrete into areas as 

indicated. Construct contraction joints for a depth equal to at least one-fourth of the concrete 

thickness, as follows: 

1. Grooved Joints: Form contraction joints after initial floating by grooving and finishing 

each edge of joint with grooving tool to a 1/4-inch (6-mm) radius. Repeat grooving of 

contraction joints after applying surface finishes. 

3.6 CONCRETE PLACEMENT 

A. Before placing concrete, inspect and complete formwork installation, steel reinforcement, and 

items to be embedded or cast-in. 

B. Moisten subbase to provide a uniform dampened condition at time concrete is placed. Do not 

place concrete around manholes or other structures until they are at required finish elevation and 

alignment. 

C. Comply with ACI 301 (ACI 301M) requirements for measuring, mixing, transporting, and 

placing concrete. 
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D. Do not add water to concrete during delivery or at Project site. Do not add water to fresh 

concrete after testing. 

E. Deposit and spread concrete in a continuous operation between transverse joints. Do not push or 

drag concrete into place or use vibrators to move concrete into place. 

F. Consolidate concrete according to ACI 301 (ACI 301M) by mechanical vibrating equipment 

supplemented by hand spading, rodding, or tamping. 

1. Consolidate concrete along face of forms and adjacent to transverse joints with an 

internal vibrator. Keep vibrator away from joint assemblies or side forms. Use only 

square-faced shovels for hand spreading and consolidation. Consolidate with care to 

prevent dislocating reinforcement joint devices. 

G. Screed paving surface with a straightedge and strike off. 

H. Commence initial floating using bull floats or darbies to impart an open-textured and uniform 

surface plane before excess moisture or bleedwater appears on the surface. Do not further 

disturb concrete surfaces before beginning finishing operations or spreading surface treatments. 

I. Curbs and Gutters: Use design mixture for automatic machine placement. Produce curbs and 

gutters to required cross section, lines, grades, finish, and jointing. 

J. Slip-Form Paving: Use design mixture for automatic machine placement. Produce paving to 

required thickness, lines, grades, finish, and jointing. 

1. Compact subbase and prepare subgrade of sufficient width to prevent displacement of 

slip-form paving machine during operations. 

3.7 FLOAT FINISHING 

A. General: Do not add water to concrete surfaces during finishing operations. 

B. Float Finish: Begin the second floating operation when bleedwater sheen has disappeared and 

concrete surface has stiffened sufficiently to permit operations. Float surface with power-driven 

floats or by hand floating if area is small or inaccessible to power units. Finish surfaces to true 

planes. Cut down high spots and fill low spots. Refloat surface immediately to uniform granular 

texture. 

1. Burlap Finish: Drag a seamless strip of damp burlap across float-finished concrete, 

perpendicular to line of traffic, to provide a uniform, gritty texture. 

2. Medium-to-Fine-Textured Broom Finish: Draw a soft-bristle broom across float-finished 

concrete surface, perpendicular to line of traffic, to provide a uniform, fine-line texture. 

3. Medium-to-Coarse-Textured Broom Finish: Provide a coarse finish by striating float-

finished concrete surface 1/16 to 1/8 inch (1.6 to 3 mm) deep with a stiff-bristled broom, 

perpendicular to line of traffic. 
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3.8 DETECTABLE WARNING INSTALLATION 

A. Blockouts: Form blockouts in concrete for installation of detectable paving units specified in 

Section 321726 "Tactile Warning Surfacing." 

1. Tolerance for Opening Size:  Plus 1/4 inch (6 mm), no minus. 

B. Cast-in-Place Detectable Warning Tiles: Form blockouts in concrete for installation of tiles 

specified in Section 321726 "Tactile Warning Surfacing." Screed surface of concrete where tiles 

are to be installed to elevation, so that edges of installed tiles will be flush with surrounding 

concrete paving. Embed tiles in fresh concrete to comply with Section 321726 "Tactile Warning 

Surfacing" immediately after screeding concrete surface. 

3.9 CONCRETE PROTECTION AND CURING 

A. General: Protect freshly placed concrete from premature drying and excessive cold or hot 

temperatures. 

B. Comply with ACI 306.1 for cold-weather protection. 

C. Evaporation Retarder: Apply evaporation retarder to concrete surfaces if hot, dry, or windy 

conditions cause moisture loss approaching 0.2 lb/sq. ft. x h (1 kg/sq. m x h) before and during 

finishing operations. Apply according to manufacturer's written instructions after placing, 

screeding, and bull floating or darbying concrete but before float finishing. 

D. Begin curing after finishing concrete but not before free water has disappeared from concrete 

surface. 

E. Curing Methods: Cure concrete by curing compound as follows: 

1. Moisture Curing: Keep surfaces continuously moist for not less than seven days with the 

following materials: 

a. Water. 

b. Continuous water-fog spray. 

c. Absorptive cover, water saturated and kept continuously wet. Cover concrete 

surfaces and edges with 12-inch (300-mm) lap over adjacent absorptive covers. 

2. Moisture-Retaining-Cover Curing: Cover concrete surfaces with moisture-retaining 

cover, placed in widest practicable width, with sides and ends lapped at least 12 inches 

(300 mm), and sealed by waterproof tape or adhesive. Immediately repair any holes or 

tears occurring during installation or curing period, using cover material and waterproof 

tape. 

3. Curing Compound: Apply uniformly in continuous operation by power spray or roller 

according to manufacturer's written instructions. Recoat areas subjected to heavy rainfall 

within three hours after initial application. Maintain continuity of coating, and repair 

damage during curing period. 
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3.10 PAVING TOLERANCES 

A. Comply with tolerances in ACI 117 (ACI 117M) and as follows: 

1. Elevation: 3/4 inch (19 mm). 

2. Thickness: Plus 3/8 inch (10 mm), minus 1/4 inch (6 mm). 

3. Surface: Gap below 10-feet- (3-m-) long; unleveled straightedge not to exceed 1/2 inch 

(13 mm). 

4. Alignment of Tie-Bar End Relative to Line Perpendicular to Paving Edge: 1/2 inch per 12 

inches (13 mm per 300 mm) of tie bar. 

5. Lateral Alignment and Spacing of Dowels: 1 inch (25 mm). 

6. Vertical Alignment of Dowels: 1/4 inch (6 mm). 

7. Alignment of Dowel-Bar End Relative to Line Perpendicular to Paving Edge: 1/4 inch 

per 12 inches (6 mm per 300 mm) of dowel. 

8. Joint Spacing: 3 inches (75 mm). 

9. Contraction Joint Depth: Plus 1/4 inch (6 mm), no minus. 

10. Joint Width: Plus 1/8 inch (3 mm), no minus. 

3.11 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Testing Agency:  Owner will engage a qualified testing agency to perform tests and inspections. 

B. Testing Services: Testing and inspecting of composite samples of fresh concrete obtained 

according to ASTM C 172/C 172M shall be performed according to the following requirements: 

1. Testing Frequency: Obtain at least one composite sample for each 100 cu. yd. (76 cu. m) 

or fraction thereof of each concrete mixture placed each day. 

a. When frequency of testing will provide fewer than five compressive-strength tests 

for each concrete mixture, testing shall be conducted from at least five randomly 

selected batches or from each batch if fewer than five are used. 

2. Slump: ASTM C 143/C 143M; one test at point of placement for each composite sample, 

but not less than one test for each day's pour of each concrete mixture. Perform additional 

tests when concrete consistency appears to change. 

3. Air Content: ASTM C 231/C 231M, pressure method; one test for each composite 

sample, but not less than one test for each day's pour of each concrete mixture. 

4. Concrete Temperature: ASTM C 1064/C 1064M; one test hourly when air temperature is 

40 deg F (4.4 deg C) and below and when it is 80 deg F (27 deg C) and above, and one 

test for each composite sample. 

5. Compression Test Specimens: ASTM C 31/C 31M; cast and laboratory cure one set of 

three standard cylinder specimens for each composite sample. 

6. Compressive-Strength Tests: ASTM C 39/C 39M; test one specimen at seven days and 

two specimens at 28 days. 

a. A compressive-strength test shall be the average compressive strength from two 

specimens obtained from same composite sample and tested at 28 days. 
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C. Strength of each concrete mixture will be satisfactory if average of any three consecutive 

compressive-strength tests equals or exceeds specified compressive strength and no 

compressive-strength test value falls below specified compressive strength by more than 500 psi 

(3.4 MPa). 

D. Test results shall be reported in writing to Architect, concrete manufacturer, and Contractor 

within 48 hours of testing. Reports of compressive-strength tests shall contain Project 

identification name and number, date of concrete placement, name of concrete testing and 

inspecting agency, location of concrete batch in Work, design compressive strength at 28 days, 

concrete mixture proportions and materials, compressive breaking strength, and type of break 

for both 7- and 28-day tests. 

E. Nondestructive Testing: Impact hammer, sonoscope, or other nondestructive device may be 

permitted by Architect but will not be used as sole basis for approval or rejection of concrete. 

F. Additional Tests: Testing and inspecting agency shall make additional tests of concrete when 

test results indicate that slump, air entrainment, compressive strengths, or other requirements 

have not been met, as directed by Architect. 

G. Concrete paving will be considered defective if it does not pass tests and inspections. 

H. Additional testing and inspecting, at Contractor's expense, will be performed to determine 

compliance of replaced or additional work with specified requirements. 

I. Prepare test and inspection reports. 

3.12 REPAIR AND PROTECTION 

A. Remove and replace concrete paving that is broken, damaged, or defective or that does not 

comply with requirements in this Section. Remove work in complete sections from joint to joint 

unless otherwise approved by Architect. 

B. Drill test cores, where directed by Architect, when necessary to determine magnitude of cracks 

or defective areas. Fill drilled core holes in satisfactory paving areas with portland cement 

concrete bonded to paving with epoxy adhesive. 

C. Protect concrete paving from damage. Exclude traffic from paving for at least 14 days after 

placement. When construction traffic is permitted, maintain paving as clean as possible by 

removing surface stains and spillage of materials as they occur. 

D. Maintain concrete paving free of stains, discoloration, dirt, and other foreign material. Sweep 

paving not more than two days before date scheduled for Substantial Completion inspections. 

END OF SECTION 321313 
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SECTION 321373 - CONCRETE PAVING JOINT SEALANTS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Cold-applied joint sealants. 

2. Hot-applied joint sealants. 

3. Cold-applied, fuel-resistant joint sealants. 

4. Hot-applied, fuel-resistant joint sealants. 

5. Joint-sealant backer materials. 

6. Primers. 

B. Related Requirements: 

1. Section 079200 "Joint Sealants" for sealing nontraffic and traffic joints in locations not 

specified in this Section. 

1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 

B. Paving-Joint-Sealant Schedule: Include the following information: 

1. Joint-sealant application, joint location, and designation. 

2. Joint-sealant manufacturer and product name. 

3. Joint-sealant formulation. 

4. Joint-sealant color. 

1.4 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Certificates: For each type of joint sealant and accessory. 

1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Installer Qualifications: An entity that employs installers and supervisors who are trained and 

approved by manufacturer. 
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B. Product Testing: Test joint sealants using a qualified testing agency. 

1.6 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Do not proceed with installation of joint sealants under the following conditions: 

1. When ambient and substrate temperature conditions are outside limits permitted by joint-

sealant manufacturer or are below 40 deg F (5 deg C). 

2. When joint substrates are wet. 

3. Where joint widths are less than those allowed by joint-sealant manufacturer for 

applications indicated. 

4. Where contaminants capable of interfering with adhesion have not yet been removed 

from joint substrates. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 MATERIALS, GENERAL 

A. Compatibility: Provide joint sealants, backing materials, and other related materials that are 

compatible with one another and with joint substrates under conditions of service and 

application, as demonstrated by joint-sealant manufacturer, based on testing and field 

experience. 

2.2 COLD-APPLIED JOINT SEALANTS 

A. Multicomponent, Pourable, Urethane, Elastomeric Joint Sealant: ASTM C 920, Type M, 

Grade P, Class 25, for Use T. 

2.3 JOINT-SEALANT BACKER MATERIALS 

A. Joint-Sealant Backer Materials: Nonstaining; compatible with joint substrates, sealants, primers, 

and other joint fillers; and approved for applications indicated by joint-sealant manufacturer, 

based on field experience and laboratory testing. 

B. Round Backer Rods for Cold- and Hot-Applied Joint Sealants: ASTM D 5249, Type 1, of 

diameter and density required to control sealant depth and prevent bottom-side adhesion of 

sealant. 

C. Round Backer Rods for Cold-Applied Joint Sealants: ASTM D 5249, Type 3, of diameter and 

density required to control joint-sealant depth and prevent bottom-side adhesion of sealant. 

D. Backer Strips for Cold- and Hot-Applied Joint Sealants: ASTM D 5249; Type 2; of thickness 

and width required to control joint-sealant depth, prevent bottom-side adhesion of sealant, and 

fill remainder of joint opening under sealant. 
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2.4 PRIMERS 

A. Primers: Product recommended by joint-sealant manufacturer where required for adhesion of 

sealant to joint substrates indicated. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Examine joints to receive joint sealants, with Installer present, for compliance with 

requirements for joint configuration, installation tolerances, and other conditions affecting joint-

sealant performance. 

B. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

3.2 PREPARATION 

A. Surface Cleaning of Joints: Before installing joint sealants, clean out joints immediately to 

comply with joint-sealant manufacturer's written instructions. 

1. Remove all foreign material from joint substrates that could interfere with adhesion of 

joint sealant, including dust, old joint sealants, oil, grease, waterproofing, water 

repellents, water, surface dirt, and frost. 

B. Joint Priming: Prime joint substrates where indicated or where recommended in writing by 

joint-sealant manufacturer, based on preconstruction joint-sealant-substrate tests or prior 

experience. Apply primer to comply with joint-sealant manufacturer's written instructions. 

Confine primers to areas of joint-sealant bond; do not allow spillage or migration onto adjoining 

surfaces. 

3.3 INSTALLATION OF JOINT SEALANTS 

A. Comply with joint-sealant manufacturer's written installation instructions for products and 

applications indicated unless more stringent requirements apply. 

B. Joint-Sealant Installation Standard: Comply with recommendations in ASTM C 1193 for use of 

joint sealants as applicable to materials, applications, and conditions. 

C. Install joint-sealant backings to support joint sealants during application and at position required 

to produce cross-sectional shapes and depths of installed sealants relative to joint widths that 

allow optimum sealant movement capability. 

1. Do not leave gaps between ends of joint-sealant backings. 

2. Do not stretch, twist, puncture, or tear joint-sealant backings. 

3. Remove absorbent joint-sealant backings that have become wet before sealant application 

and replace them with dry materials. 
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D. Install joint sealants immediately following backing installation, using proven techniques that 

comply with the following: 

1. Place joint sealants so they fully contact joint substrates. 

2. Completely fill recesses in each joint configuration. 

3. Produce uniform, cross-sectional shapes and depths relative to joint widths that allow 

optimum sealant movement capability. 

E. Tooling of Nonsag Joint Sealants: Immediately after joint-sealant application and before 

skinning or curing begins, tool sealants according to the following requirements to form 

smooth, uniform beads of configuration indicated; to eliminate air pockets; and to ensure 

contact and adhesion of sealant with sides of joint: 

1. Remove excess joint sealant from surfaces adjacent to joints. 

2. Use tooling agents that are approved in writing by joint-sealant manufacturer and that do 

not discolor sealants or adjacent surfaces. 

F. Provide joint configuration to comply with joint-sealant manufacturer's written instructions 

unless otherwise indicated. 

3.4 CLEANING AND PROTECTION 

A. Clean off excess joint sealant as the Work progresses, by methods and with cleaning materials 

approved in writing by joint-sealant manufacturers. 

B. Protect joint sealants, during and after curing period, from contact with contaminating 

substances and from damage resulting from construction operations or other causes so sealants 

are without deterioration or damage at time of Substantial Completion. If, despite such 

protection, damage or deterioration occurs, cut out and remove damaged or deteriorated joint 

sealants immediately and replace with joint sealant so installations in repaired areas are 

indistinguishable from the original work. 

3.5 PAVING-JOINT-SEALANT SCHEDULE 

A. Joint-Sealant Application: Joints within concrete paving. 

1. Joint Location: 

a. Expansion and isolation joints in concrete paving. 

b. Contraction joints in concrete paving. 

c. Other joints as indicated. 

2. Joint Sealant:  Single component, pourable, urethane, elastomeric joint sealant. 

END OF SECTION 321373 
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SECTION 321723 - PAVEMENT MARKINGS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section includes painted markings applied to asphalt and concrete pavement. 

B. Related Requirements: 

1. Section 099123 "Interior Painting" for painting interior concrete surfaces other than 

pavement. 

1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 

1. Include technical data and tested physical and performance properties. 

1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Regulatory Requirements: Comply with materials, workmanship, and other applicable 

requirements of CALTRANS for pavement-marking work. 

1. Measurement and payment provisions and safety program submittals included in standard 

specifications do not apply to this Section. 

1.5 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Environmental Limitations: Proceed with pavement marking only on clean, dry surfaces and at 

a minimum ambient or surface temperature of 40 deg F (4.4 deg C) for alkyd materials or 55 

deg F (12.8 deg C) for water-based materials, and not exceeding 95 deg F (35 deg C). 
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 PAVEMENT-MARKING PAINT 

A. Pavement-Marking Paint: Latex, waterborne emulsion, lead and chromate free, ready mixed, 

complying with FS TT-P-1952, Type II, with drying time of less than 45 minutes. 

1. Color:  As indicated. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Verify that pavement is dry and in suitable condition to begin pavement marking according to 

manufacturer's written instructions. 

B. Proceed with pavement marking only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

3.2 PAVEMENT MARKING 

A. Do not apply pavement-marking paint until layout, colors, and placement have been verified 

with Architect. 

B. Allow paving to age for a minimum of 30 days before starting pavement marking. 

C. Sweep and clean surface to eliminate loose material and dust. 

D. Apply paint with mechanical equipment to produce pavement markings, of dimensions 

indicated, with uniform, straight edges. Apply at manufacturer's recommended rates to provide 

a minimum wet film thickness of 15 mils (0.4 mm). 

1. Apply graphic symbols and lettering with paint-resistant, die-cut stencils, firmly secured 

to pavement. Mask an extended area beyond edges of each stencil to prevent paint 

application beyond the stencil. Apply paint so that it cannot run beneath the stencil. 

2. Broadcast glass beads uniformly into wet markings at a rate of 6 lb/gal. (0.72 kg/L). 

3.3 PROTECTING AND CLEANING 

A. Protect pavement markings from damage and wear during remainder of construction period. 

B. Clean spillage and soiling from adjacent construction using cleaning agents and procedures 

recommended by manufacturer of affected construction. 

END OF SECTION 321723 
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SECTION 321726 - TACTILE WARNING SURFACING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Cast-in-place detectable warning tiles. 

B. Related Requirements: 

1. Section 321313 "Concrete Paving" for concrete walkways serving as substrates for tactile 

warning surfacing. 

1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 

B. Samples for Verification: For each type of tactile warning surface, in manufacturer's standard 

sizes unless otherwise indicated, showing edge condition, truncated-dome pattern, texture, 

color, and cross section; with fasteners and anchors. 

1.4 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS 

A. Maintenance Data: For tactile warning surfacing, to include in maintenance manuals. 

1.5 PROJECT CONDITIONS 

A. Weather Limitations for Mortar and Grout: 

1. Cold-Weather Requirements: Comply with cold-weather construction requirements 

contained in ACI 530.1/ASCE 6/TMS 602. 

1.6 WARRANTY 

A. Special Warranty: Manufacturer agrees to repair or replace components of tactile warning 

surfaces that fail in materials or workmanship within specified warranty period. 
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1. Failures include, but are not limited to, the following: 

a. Deterioration of finishes beyond normal weathering and wear. 

b. Separation or delamination of materials and components. 

2. Warranty Period:  Five years from date of Substantial Completion. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 TACTILE WARNING SURFACING, GENERAL 

A. Accessibility Requirements: Comply with applicable provisions in the U.S. Architectural & 

Transportation Barriers Compliance Board's ADA-ABA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings 

and Facilities and ICC A117.1 for tactile warning surfaces. 

1. For tactile warning surfaces composed of multiple units, provide units that when installed 

provide consistent side-to-side and end-to-end dome spacing that complies with 

requirements. 

B. Source Limitations: Obtain each type of tactile warning surfacing from single source with 

resources to provide materials and products of consistent quality in appearance and physical 

properties. 

2.2 DETECTABLE WARNING TILES 

A. Cast-in-Place Detectable Warning Tiles: Accessible truncated-dome detectable warning tiles 

configured for setting flush in new concrete walkway surfaces, with slip-resistant surface 

treatment on domes and field of tile. 

1. Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, available manufacturers 

offering products that may be incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to 

the following: 

a. Access Products, Inc. 

b. ACO Polymer Products, Inc. 

c. Advanced Surface Systems, LLC. 

d. Arcis Corp. 

e. Armorcast Products Company. 

f. Detectable Warning Systems, Inc. 

g. Detectile Corp. 

h. Engineered Plastics Inc.; Armor-Tile. 

i. Mingo Products, Inc. 

j. StrongGo Industries, LLC. 

k. Transpo Industries, Inc. 

2. Material:  Cast-fiber-reinforced polymer concrete tile. 

3. Color:  Safety yellow. 
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4. Dome Spacing and Configuration:  Manufacturer's standard compliant spacing, in 

manufacturer's standard pattern. 

5. Mounting: 

a. Permanently embedded detectable warning tile wet-set into freshly poured 

concrete. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Verify that pavement is in suitable condition to begin installation according to manufacturer's 

written instructions. Verify that installation of tactile warning surfacing will comply with 

accessibility requirements upon completion. 

B. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

3.2 INSTALLATION OF DETECTABLE WARNING TILES 

A. Cast-in-Place Detectable Warning Tiles: 

1. Concrete Paving Installation: Comply with installation requirements in Section 321313 

"Concrete Paving." Mix, place, and finish concrete to conditions complying with 

detectable warning tile manufacturer's written requirements for satisfactory embedment 

of tile. 

2. Set each detectable warning tile accurately and firmly in place and completely seat tile 

back and embedments in wet concrete by tamping or vibrating. If necessary, temporarily 

apply weight to tiles to ensure full contact with concrete. 

3. Set surface of tile flush with surrounding concrete and adjacent tiles, with variations 

between tiles and between concrete and tiles not exceeding plus or minus 1/8 inch (3 

mm) from flush. 

4. Protect exposed surfaces of installed tiles from contact with wet concrete. Complete 

finishing of concrete paving surrounding tiles. Remove concrete from tile surfaces. 

5. Clean tiles using methods recommended in writing by manufacturer. 

3.3 CLEANING AND PROTECTION 

A. Remove and replace tactile warning surfacing that is broken or damaged or does not comply 

with requirements in this Section. Remove in complete sections from joint to joint unless 

otherwise approved by Architect. Replace using tactile warning surfacing installation methods 

acceptable to Architect. 

B. Protect tactile warning surfacing from damage and maintain free of stains, discoloration, dirt, 

and other foreign material. 
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END OF SECTION 321726 
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